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contributing to increasing institutionalization of children in the province. Objectives of the 
Study were: 

1) To investigate the factors which lead children to move from families to charitable 
children's institutions in Western Province of Kenya. 

2) To find out the type of organizations managing charitable children's institutions in 
Western Province of Kenya. 

3) To determine the involvement of authorized officers in facilitating 
institutionalization of initiate institutionalization of children. 

METHODOLOGY 

The respondents for the study were selected through a two stage multi-stage sampling 
method. In the first stage, 22 children's institutions were randomly sampled by a lottery 
method from a list of all children's institutions in Western province of Kenya. Within the 
sampled institutions, separate lists for male and female children in class seven and eight 
were made, from which stratified sampling was used to select 112 boys and 112 girls who 
were in classes seven and eight All persons-in-charge of the institutions sampled also 
participated in the study. 
Data for the study was obtained by use questionnaires. Information about the charitable 
children's institutions was obtained by use of Persons- in- charge of institution 
questionnaire, while the information about the children was obtained by use of the 
Children in charitable children's Institution questionnaire. The questionnaires were 
administered to Persons- in- charge of institutions, and to children respectively in 22 
institutions between 3rd October 2009 and 3rd November 2009. The data obtained was 
analyzed using descriptive statistics. 

RESULTS 

Most of the institutions sampled for the study (19 or 86.4%) were co- institutions, where 
both male and female children were housed. There were 2 institutions for male children 
(9.1 %), compared to one (4.5%) for female children. The smallest institution sampled had a 
population of 8 children, while the largest had a population of 202 children. The total 

population of children in the institutions sampled was 1288, with an aver.age of 59 children 
per.institution. The total number of male children in the institutions was higher (664) than 
that of female children (607). Out of the 19 mixed institutions sampled, the population of 
male children was more than that of female children in 11(57.9%) institutions, while the 
population of female children was higher than that of male children in only 6 (27.3%) 
institutions. This was interpreted to mean that perhaps there were more male than female 
children in institutions in the area of study. 
Most of the children in the institutions (1067, or 82.8%) were reported by persons-in
charge of institutions to be orphans. The other population of children in institutions were 
reported to be from extreme poverty backgrounds (83, or 6.4%), abandoned (47 or 3.6%), 
and abused children (18 or 1.4%). A total of 11(0.9%) children were reported to have been 
brought to the institutions due to disability, while 11(0.9%) more were brought to the 
institutions from streets. The lowest populations of children in the institutions were those 
brought in the institutions because of stigmatization for being borne out of parents of close 
relationship (8 or 0.6%). 
On the other hand, slightly more than half (118 or 53.1 %) of children sampled from the 22 
institutions indicated they were complete orphans. A total of 56 (25%) children sampled in 
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institutions were partial orphans, while 1 0 ( 4.S0A>) children indicated they did not know 
whether any of their par nts w \re aliv ,. rour children (1.8%) stated their fathers were 
alive, but did not know about th \Ir moth rs, while nine children stated their mothers were 
alive, but did not know about their fath 'I'S. On the other hand, 26 children (11.6%) stated 
tl1at both parents wcr alive. 

Figure 1 
A Pie Chart Showing Parental Status of Children in CCI in Western Province of Kenya 
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The second major finding of this study was that a large majority (17 or 77.3%) of children's 
institutions sampled were being run by Faith Based Organizations. Out of the 17 
institutions which were · under faith based organizations, evangelical churches were 
dominant, running 14 (63.6%) institutions. Out of the remaining 8 institutions, 2(9.1 %) 
were under management of local Non Governmental Organizations, while two others 
(9.1 %) were under Community Based Organizations. The Anglican Church of Kenya, the 
Catholic Church and the Friends Church each had one institution ( 4.5% each) under their 
management There was one institution ( 4.5%) founded and being managed by an 
individual. 

Figure 2 
Pie Chart representing Organizations Operating Children's Institutions in Western Province 
of Kenya 
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The third key finding of the study was the highest number of children in institutions who 
reported their movement to institutions having been initiated by religious leaders (34 or 
15.2%). Other children reported mother (29 or 12.9%), paternal aunt (23 or 10.3%), and 
paternal grandmother (18 or 8.0%) maternal grandmother (17 or 7.6%) father (16 or 
7.1 %) maternal uncle (15 or 6.7). The study found involvement of authorized officers in 
initiating movement of children to institutions to be low. Only few children in institutions 
indicated they were brought to institutions with authorized officers. Only nine children 
( 4.0%) indicated they were brought to the institutions by children officers, four (1.8%) by a 
teacher, one (0.4%), assistant chief and one (0.4%) by a police officer d officer. 

DISCUSSION 

Reports from Persons-in-charge of children's institutions indicated a large majority of 
children in institutions sampled to be orphans. Similarly, more than half of children 
sampled from the institutions indicated they were complete orphans. This finding was 
inconsistent by the assertion by Claudia (2006) that a rather small percentage of the 
children in orphanages are both motherless and fatherless. The high percentage of children 
sampled indicating they were orphans was interpreted to mean that orphanhood was the 
main factor driving children in institutions in Western Province of Kenya. However, the 
study also found many children in institutions who reported they were partial orphans, or 
had both parents alive. This finding was interpreted to mean that there were many children 
in institutions who were not institutionalized as a last resort. They had parents who could 
care for them or who could be supported to bring them up in a family environment. 
The study found that a large majority of children's institutions sampled were being 
operated by Faith Based Organizations. Further, the highest number of children sampled in 
in .... titutions indicated they were brought to the institutions by religious leaders. This was 
interpreted to mean that perhaps religious organizations and religious leaders play a single 
most important role in growing number of institutionalized children in Western Province of 
Kenya. On the other hand, the low involvement of authorized officers in the movement of 
children into children's institutions was interpreted to mean there was little screaming in 
1ine with the Inter Agency guiding principles on treatment of unaccompanied and separated 
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children, and the draft policy on OVC in r<enya to ensure children are taken to institutions 
as a last resort. 
Conclusion 

From the findings of the study, it was concluded that: 
1) Orphanhood was the single most important factor driving a big number of children 

in to institutions in Western Province of Kenya 
2) A big number were not brought to the institutions as last resort They had parents 

who could care for them or could be supported to take care of them within a family 
environment 

3) Religious organizations and r�ligious .were most responsible for the growing 
number of institutionalized children in Western Province of Kenya, by playing a 
pivotal role establishing and operating most of children institutions in the province. 

4) There was very little involvement of authorized officers in screening the children 
admitted to children's institutionalization in Western Province of Kenya to ensure 
children were admitted to institutions as a last resort 

Recommendations 

From the findings and conclusions, it was recommended that: 
1) Thorough vetting of organizations applying to operate children institutions be 

carried out to ensure those applying to open children's institutions have an in
depth understanding of guiding principle for treatment of OVC. 

2) There is need to carry out an audit of the population of children in institutions in 
Western province of Kenya to establish the actual parental status of children in 
aII institutions in the province. Those children with parents or close relatives 
should then be re-united with their parents or relatives to be brought up within a 
family environment 

3) Efforts should be made to enlist church leaders in the de-institutionalization 
campaign in the province. They play a leading role in institutionalization of 
children in Western Province of Kenya:Towards this end; resources should be 

· set aside to sensitize religious leaders of harm of institutionalization on children. 
This could have a single most important impact of reducing institutionalization 
of children in the province. 

4) Programmes to improve economic wellbeing of households with OVC be stepped 
up to avoid OVC running from impoverished caregivers to institutions due to 
poverty. 
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premised on colour. According to Barth (1996b ), the word race and trlbe provided 
anthropologists ( some of whom were sympathizers of colonialists) with grounds to classify 
human beings in terms of developed, civilized and vice versa. Critically then, the term "race" 
and "tribe" can be said to have been quite value laden and consequently, lacked the 
academic neutrality ( objectivity) and hence, the word ethnic. 

In common usage, the word ethnic group refers to an assembly of people or collectivities of 
persons who share some characteristics premised on primordial ism, language, culture, 
geographical locality and common objectives. Rupesinghe (1996) asserts that an ethnic 
group is not a mere aggregate of people but a self-conscious collection of people united or 
closely .related by shared experiences and a common history. This �rgument brings �o the 
fore the debate of whether membership to an ethnic group is only attributable to shared 
commonalities. Assefa (1996) argues that there are situations in Africa where an aspect of 
culture commonality, like language and religion does· not signify membership to the same 
ethnic group. Other . scholars point out that membership to · an ethnic group should not 
always be viewed- in terms of.shared characteristics. For instance, Eriksen (1 973) observes 
that a person regardless of primordial commonality can become a member of an ethnic 
group if he · or she feels and acts as a member, and is accepted as such by the group. 
Moreover, this view brings in consideration other factors like choice of an individual and 
marriage (which in many patriarchal cultures, especially in Africa transforms an 
individual's identity) . Thus, membership to an ethnic group should be viewed from both 
ascription and achieved status. 

CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN KENYA: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

In the same way as in many other societies in the globe, K�nya is characterized by multi
ethnic populations. Often they have evolved into the condition they exist today over the 
course of centuries. Fundamental factors explaining creation and emergence of cultural 
diversity include specific adaptation to widely differing environmental conditions, 
migration, deliberate seclusion ( consciously) of certain ethnic groups (for instance, Indians 
in Kenya) and more strongly, colonial machinations and conspiracy to invent tribes for ease 
of administration. 

Ndege (1996: 67) observes that before the colonialists penetrated into the territories of 
Africans, the notion of borders was of no concern. �irst and foremo�t, the colonial ists 
invented superficial nation-state · of Kenya and people from different backgrounds and 
nationalities were brought under the g�ographical entity that came to be known as Kenya. 
Moreover, it has also been documented that before colonialism, people of different cultural 
backgrounds interacted in - total devoid of ethnic. - conscience, while cultural limitations 
couched in stereotypes, prejudices and bigotry were totally non existent. Were (1967) and 
Ogot (1996) argue that there were no water tight ethnic categories between cultural groups 
in Kenya before colonial rule, while Muriuki . (1974) demonstrates how various cultural 
groups in Eastern, Central and Rift Valley provinces �n Kenya had ; intimate relations with 

� each other in total disregard to ethnicity by the 18th and 19th centuries. This scenario 
changed after the East African region was declared a protectorate in 1895. 

' . . .  ' ·  

As a strategy to annihilate, control and subjugate the Africans, the colqni�lists established 
borders configured in line- with language, and this . satiated their Eurocentric desire to 
create "tribes". Ogot (1996:18) observes that the concept of "tribe'! was therefore an 
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culture commonality, l ike language and religion . does not signify membership to the same 
ethnic group. Other . scholars point out that membership to , an ethnic group should not 
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that a person regardless of primordial commonality can become a member of an ethnic 
group if he · or she feels and acts as a member, and is accepted as such b1' the group. 
Moreover, this view brings in consideration other factors like choice of an individual and 
marriage (which in many patriarchal cultures, especially in Africa transforms an 
individual's identity) . Thus, membership to an ethnic group should be viewed from both 
ascription and achieved status. 

CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN KENYA: HIST ORI CAL PERSPECTIVES 

In the same way as in many other societies in the globe, K�nya is characterized by multi
ethnic populations. Often they have evolved into the condition they exist today over the 
course of centuries. Fundamental factors explaining creation and emergence of cultural 
diversity include specific adaptation to widely differing environmental conditions, 
migration, deliberate seclusion ( consciously) of certain ethnic groups (for instance, Indians 
in Kenya) and more strongly, colonial machinations and conspiracy to invent tribes for ease 
of administration. 

Ndege (1996: 67) observes that before the colonialists penetrated into the territories of 
Africans, the notion of borders was of no concern. �irst and foremo�f. the colonialists 
invented superficial nation-state of - Kenya and people from different backgrounds and 
nationalities were brought under the g�ographical entity that came to be known as Kenya. 
Moreover, it has also been documented that before colonialism, people of different cultural 
backgrounds interacted in - total devoid of. ethnic conscience, while cultural limitations 
couched in stereotypes, prejudices and bigotry were totally non existent Were (1967) and 
Ogot (1996) argue that there were no water tight ethnic categories between cultural groups 
in Kenya . before colonial rule, while Muriuki . (197 4) demonstratf;?S . how various cultural 
groups in Eastern,· Central and Rift Valley -provinces , �� Kenya . had , intimate relations with 
each other in total disregard to ethnicity by the 18th and 19th centuries. This scenario 
changed after the East African region was declared a protectorate in 1895. 
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN KENYA: HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES AND IMPLICATION TO 

DEVELOPMENT 

By 
Felix Ngunzo Kioli 

Department of Sociology, Maseno University 

INTRODUCTION 

Cultural diversity is a ·  universal phenomenon. I t  permeates almost all human societies· in 
the globe. In fact, most of the. global societies are multi-cultural and this is m·ore exemplified 
by the mu]ti�e�hnic nature of social systems, each with its own cultural orientations. 
Whereas the international system is made up of about 180 nation states, it is estimated that 
there are about 8,000 ethnic groups. Qgot(1996) observes that -most countries are poly
ethnic nations or what Giddens (�006) refers to as cultural pluralism. 

·cultural diversity is a condition · existing whereby people with different cultura.l practices 
coexist within the same social and geo-political system. The condition is thus manifested in  
the variety of  hum_an societies or cultures in  a specific region. The numerous societies or 
cultural groups not only do they exhibit the more obvious cultural differences that exist 
between people such as language, dress, morality and traditions but al�o, oth�r significant 
variations in th�- way - they organize themselves and in - the ways they interact with their 
el)_vironm ent 

In the East African" region, cultural diversity is an inevitable fact. Tanzania has around 125  
ethnic groups, Ugan.da around 40, Rwanda and Burundi have two maj or _groups (Tutsi and 
Hutu) and a minor group, the Twa Pygmies. On the other hand, Kenya has 42 documented 
ethnic groups. According to Atieno O_dhiamb� (1996), most Kenyans belong to the so called 
"tribe" or ethnic group before the nation. Eac� tribe lays claim to some kind of  common 
language, culture and physical location. And as if to e�ulate Nazism, each ethnic group 
identifies itself with specific body shapes, types and skin color while social aesthetics in 
Kenya are culturally and ethnically configured. 

In the endeavor to understand cultura� diversity in ;Kenya: it i� -i�p,ortant to ackno;iedge 
that the entrenchment of ethnic  groups into the socio-political and cultural organization of 
the country has aggravated the situation. The wo�� - ethnic appeared in anthropological 
writings in the 1960s after the realization or the d�stortion of meaning and subj ectivity in 
the usage of. terms race and tribe. Jenkins (1997), observes that by the 1960s, the notion of 
the "tribe" was beginning to be replaced by per}:laps less embarrassing concept of "ethnic 
group". The event whi�h . 1!1?st- cl:arly. �arked · the . paradigm shift within the social 
anthropology from the st:l;ldy of tribal society to social constructionist model of ethnic 
groups was the publicatio� _of Barth's w?rk "�thnic groups and Boundaries" in 1969: The 
word tribe as utilized by anthropologists m early 20th century denoted primitivism, 
backwardness and non-Weste� This was particularly in describing African and other 
cultures where European expansions tendency and colonization was prevalent. Most of the 
Anthropologists of the , time can be clas�ifi�d to the �nctionalist school - of thought who 
dominated the _first half o.f 20th century. Similarly, the word race strongly subscribes to the 
notion of evolution which is hierarchical and places human kind in a diametrical pattern, 
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ethnic support Haroun Ringera received in 2009 after reappointment by the president to 
head Kenya Anti-Corruption Commission and the eventual censure by parliament Equally, 
the sacking of Kioko Mangeli in 2009 as head of Kenya Bureau of Standards drew similar 
ethnic overtones from Akamba politicians. Each of these politicians and technocrats 
retreated back to their ethnic groups to solicit for support in the guise of being targeted by 
their"pol itical enemies", The current trend of retreat for ethnic support and recourse in 
times of threat to one's position, are a clear manifestation of the negative implications of 
cultural diversity. 

The regimes of  Kenyatta and M oi were highly identified with initiating selective and lope
sided development. During Kenyatta's era, Central Kenya and its environs were the hub of 
good infrastructure, schools and hospitals. When Moi took over, there was a drastic shift of 
the development machinery to the Rift Valley and other well politically connected areas. 
Mai was popularly known for the slogan_ "Siasa mbaya, Maisha mbaya" translated to •mean 
those outside KANU and not royal to him would be alienated from sharing the national 
cake. It was during his time when it was joked of how some tarmacked roads in the Rift 
valley were being used for drying harvests (Maize and beans) and · for l ivestock to idle, 
while the rest of Kenya, ·especially -areas perceived to harbour political enemies were in 
poor and unkempt infrastructure. Thus Moi's modus operandi was ethnic manipulation that 
set the stage for control of public resources without consideration to the whole society. 

As Kenya gears up for a new constitution in 2010, ethnic sentiments appear to pervade the 
ongoing debate to adopt the harmonized draft. Initially, the rival Party of National Unity 
(PNU) and Orange Democratic Movement (ODM) groupings in the coal ition government 
had developed pressure groups that appeared to take positions that reflected selfish and 
ethnic pattern. PNU was opposed to . the creation of a post of. a. Prime Minister with 
executive powers for they thought it-diluted president Kabaki's power and authority. ODM 
on the other hand supported transfer of  executive powers to the Prime Minister - under 
illusion that the proposal bestowed power on Prime Minister Raila Odinga'. This was a 
dangerous scenario since the ·political . leaders and their hench men and women in 
constitutional debate did not realize that the constitution was not about Mr. Kibaki and Mr. 
Raila. This amounted to the promotion of mediocre, dogmatic and parochial observance to 
matters o f  national importance as well as being subjected to guided democracy, that is, a 
democracy that borders on authoritarianism and the perpetuation of the interests of the 
minority. 

In spite the aforesaid negative implications of cultural diversity, there exists some positive 
aspects as well. First and foremost, there. is an elaborate symbioti� relationship between 
the various cultural groups �n Kenya. This relationship is in the , form of  w�at 
anthropologists would refer to as generalized . reciprocity between groups. Indeed, what 
one cultural group produces is -exchanged with what is found in another grqup but lacking 
locally. For instance, Livestock bred by the Cushites in North Eastern Kenya finds its root to 
Nairobi and Central province while vegetables and other manufactured goods find their 
way to many other parts of the country. The same applies for fish from Luo Nyanza which is 
exported to many parts of the country while those in Nyanza in turn acquire cereals and 
vegetables from other regions and, vice versa. 

Further, certain cultural groups are a point of attraction to the tourists which earns revenue 
to the state. The Maasai people distinct culture has been an attractive feature for both 
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Kenya, the Rift valley and Coast region. For instance, before the multi-party elections in 
1992, tribal clashes flared up in the rift valley culminating into the ki lling of around 2000 
people and displacement of thousands of others ( Tordoff, 1997 ) .  The main victims were 
the Kikuyu community. Similar ethnic. strive and tensi on replayed again before the 1997 
elections, this t ime in the South Coast Those target�d were ethnic groups from upcountry, 

·that is, "Watoka hara". Lives were lost and a lot of property torched down. The-aftermath of 
this conflict was also felt in the decline in the tourism industry in Kenya which apparently 
had happened to be the main s�urce of publ ic revenue around that time. 

The climax of ethni c conflict in Kenya was witnessed after the disputed presidential 
elections of 2007. The ethnic jinx played itself in a very wanton manner. The Kikuyu and 
Luo communities bore the brunt of this conflict In the Rift Valley and Western Kenya, the 
Kikuyu community and their economic empire were highly decimated. In retaliation, a 
section of the Kikuyu "warriors" blockaded a section of Nairobi -Nakuru highway and its 
envi rons in Naivasha and physically targeted Luo people for physical assaul t. Luo men were 
humili ated with forceful physical circumcision, torching of their ho'uses and killings. Same 
scenarios of conflict between the two protagonists were experienced in certain estates in 
Nairobi ( Kibera, Kawangware, Kariobangi, Dandora) .The post-el ection violence in 2008 led 
to the phenomenon of Internally D isplaced persons(IDPS) . of almost one mill ion peopl e, 
around 1,500 people lost their lives, thousands of women and young girls were raped while 
property worth billions of shillings were destroyed. 

Cul tural diversity in Kenya has systematically bred ·ethnicity. The word e·thnicity first 
appeared in the Oxford Engl ish dictionary in 1972 and, is attributed to the American 
Sociol ogist David Reisman in 1953. He used. it t<_>· refer to a shared ( cul tural) and perceived 
(psychologi cal) group identity (Glazer and Moynihan, 1975: J. ),· Further, within the 
Amerkan scholarship, the increasing use of: "ethnicity" concept was part of a long term and 
gradual shift of analytical framework from "race" · to "tribe" to "ethnicity'' (Wolf, 
1994) .Anthropologist Fredrick Barth (1969b) played a key rol e  in  establishing the current 
anthropological understanding of ethnicity by associating the term with the conscious 
identity which individuals acquire for being members of a group. Clifford Geertz elegan_tly 
defined· ethnicity as the "�orld of personal identity, collectively ratified· ana publicly 
expressed"  and "socially ratified personal identity" (1973 : 268, ' 309) . . Ethnicity can thus 
refer to a group identity, expressed behaviorally (by individuals or group) that emanates 
from members�ip to'an ethnic group. 

Ethnicity in Kenya has· bred tribalism and nepotism in the ·employment sector. Patronage in  
job employment was strongly entrenched during Kenyatta's pr�s.i dency while MQi and 
Kibaki perfected it. It  is evident that those in power crave to employ

., 

those from their ethnic 
. groups i.n the institutions they preside. The Kenya of the three subsequent presidents since 
· · : independence has seen sor_ne gove�nment institut_ions such as universities, colleges, 
· parastatals, ministries, securaty agencies and even private companies being the domain of 

certain ethnic groups. :his ki�d of scenari_o has infested and inundated the Kenyan socio
pol itical and economic  environ���� wit� the culture of impunity, corruption and 
subservience. For instance, as pohtic1ans m the . curre�t Government get implicated in 
corruption, they appear to find recourse from their ethmc groups. This was demonstrated 
in the recent maiz� scandals (William Ruto, Minister for Agriculture), as well as in the noted 
errors in 20�8/2009 supplen_1e_ntary bud?e� which h�d been inflated into bill ions of Kenyan 
�h illings (Uhuru Kenyatta, Mm1ster f�r Fmance) . . The same scenario was replayed with - the 
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during Mwai Kibaki's rule (2002 to date) . Casual observation into the socio-cultural and 
political organization of  the country indicates that the balkanization of Kenyan regions into 
"tribal units" as happened during colonial times was highly rekindled in Kenyatta's, Moi 1s 
and presently, Kibaki's era. 

During Kenyatta leadersh ip (1963- 1978) ,  politics were personalized whi 1e Central province 
people were placed in strategic Government institutions and subsequently entrenched and 
perpetuated the Kikuyu hegemony. This set the stage for belligerence, ali enation and 
suspicious relations between people of Central Kenya (read Kikuyu) and the other Kenyan 
ethnic groups. In a paral lel manner, Daniel Arap Moi (August 1978-December 2002) 
presided over a Kenya inundated with politics of divide and rule, patronage and cl ientelism. 
The Kalenjin and other groups from the Rift Valley got embedded into the centre of power 
and by implication, this aggravated the notion of ethnic consciousness. S imatei (1 996) 
points out that M oi embarked in dekikuyunization of institutions into the Kalenjinization of 
the same. This was compounded with nati onal empowerment of ethnic chieftains 
(kingpins) hand picked by Moi to perpetuate his interests at various Kenyan ethnic levels. 
This kind of scenario played until Emilio Mwai Kibaki came into power in 2 002. But to the 
disillusionment of many, Kenya witnessed the revival of the enigmatic "Mount Kenya Mafia" 
which rekindled memories of  Kenyatta leadership. The Kikuyu and people from Central 
Province started getting appointments in plum jobs in the civil service and this further 
heightened ethnic divisiveness. Moreover, Kenya has also witnessed the emergence of tribal 
kingpins and ethnic alliances (recent Kikuyu ,Kalenjin and Kamba grouping popularly 
known as KKK fronted by Uhuru Kenyatta, Wi ll iam Ruto and Ka ]onzo Musyoka, 
respectively) championing the interests of their ethnic groups and for politi cal 
aggrandizement. The consequence of this has been the creation of ethnic conscious 
societies which fortify cultural diversity. 

IMPLICATIONS OF CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN KENYA 

The tribal disparities aggravated before and after independence have had severe socio
cultural economic and physi cal ramification to the Kenyan society. Fi rst and foremost, it has 
become quite difficulty and an uphill task to build a national culture or character. Kenyans 
consciously first belong to a tribe before identifying with their country. This is manifested 
in their socio-political _and religious organizations and affil iations as well as in their mother 
tongues. Fascinatingly, politi cal party affiliations in Kenya demonstrate a regional and 
ethnic pattern. The same scenario is played in rel igious and other socio- cultural and 
recreational gatherings. This dividedness which militates against national ism is further 
exhibited and exempl ified in the mental entrenchment of ethnic stereotypes and prejudices 
amongst Kenya's ethnic groups. Ethnic stereotypes and prejudices are not conducive for 
amicable coexistence between groups. The assertions that Kikuyus are thieves, Luos are 
proud, Luhyas are good watchmen and cooks, Kambas are weak and cowards, Kisiis are 
temperamental, KaJenjins are war mongers amongst others have been detrimental to 
Kenya's unity and cohes iveness. Pol iticians have systematically used the prevail ing 
stereotypes and prejudices to breed hatred and suspicion between groups culminating in 

� ethnic rival ries, belligerence and conflicts. Indeed, the ethnic conflicts experienced in  Kenya 
since independent to the most recent post election violence in 2008 suffice to demonstrate 
the negative effects of cul tural diversity, 

Kenya has witnessed politically and ethnicalJy instigated conflicts before and after every 
presidential and general election held in 1992, 1997, 2002 and 2007, especially in Western 
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intel lectual abstraction, conspiracy and a mental  invention of the �olonial ists which was 
intended to convey or portray the picture of a people wi thout government, without culture 
and without history, in order to justify colonial ism. Borders (physical) we� enacted to 
freeze movement and interacti on - with fines and corporal punishment being imposed to 
deter movement from one locality to another. As a consequence, "tri bal" uniqueness was 
very well  formulated, while strategies for inter-tribal tension and confl icts were well 
enacted. Ndege ( 1996 : 67) points out· that the colonial state emphasized the differences 
between the communiti es rather than the commonalities that existed among them. District 
names came to be attached to these vari �us national i ties with a view to emphasizing their 
unique pecul iarity wi thin the colonial political, economic and social order .Emphasis on 
diff�rences by the colonial state served the purpose of diyision and discord among the 
vanous communities that  was resonance with the colonial states agenda of denying the 
local constituency of unity that  would have constituted a formidable chalJ enge to its 
dominance over society. The cul mination of this .was to divide and rule, in cahoots with 
colonial  sympathizers (local chiefs and tribal hea�inen) . 

' . 

The p rocess of balkanization of Kenyan .f\frican grou.ps into tribal enclaves as strategized by 
the Bri ti sh colonial ists succeeded and by 1920, indicators of ethnic consciousness among 
the Africans came in to the fore. Ethnic oriented pressure groups started cropping up and 
indeed, the struggle for independence inv·olvement by Kenyans was inevitably ethicized. 
This assertion is exempl ified by regional groups agitating for recognition and independence 
namely Kikuyu Central Association (KCA) and the "Piny Owacho" in Luo land in the 1 920s. 
Later on, KCA transformed into Kenya ·.Afyican Union (KAU) in 1944. After the state of 
emergency was declared in  Kenya in 1952, Africans were advised tc go back to their ethnic 
regions. 

Ndege (1996) observes that the emergence of ·such associations as the Nairobi Distri ct 
African Congress, the M ombasa African Democratic Union, the Kisi i H ighl ands Abagusi i  
Association, the Taita Democratic Union and the Nakuru African Progressive party is a 

. . manifestation o f  how barely a decade to independence the colonial state was stil l 
determined in localizing African politics. In 1957, the colonial government l egalized the 

' creation o f  parties by locals but such parties were to be confined to their own districts as 
opposed to national ope�ations throughout Kenya. When later- national parties were 
al lowed, the Kenya Afri��n National Union (KANU) was the first to be formed in 1960 in 
circumstances that  inade · i t  the natural heir to the Kenya African Union (KAU). KANU 
emerged as a party to cater for interests of the larger �thnic groups (Kikuyu an� Luo), while 
Kenya African Democratic Union (KADU) was establ ished for the concern of the so cal led 
"small tribes". Behind these pol itical groupings, the ethnic conscience �as quite prominent. 
Later on, KADU was ·absorbed into KANU after the independence of Kenya. Technical ly, 
Kenya became a defacto one party state, main idea being to perpetuate ethnic interests. 
Remember, Kikuyu Central  Association (KCA) had transformed to Kenya African Union 
(KAU), and later evolved to become KA�U. · 

The condition of  cultural diversity and divldedness in Kenya "further sustained i tself even as 
Kenya ga ined independence from British rule -. in 1°963. Successive Governments have 
demonstrated that ethnic diversity remains � fervent tool _ for politica l  mobil ization. Kioli 
(20 10) observes that seeds of ethnic �ividedness germinating during colonial rule got 
anchored in the independent Kenya during the first President qf t.h� nation Jomo Kenyatta, 
became perfected during the Daniel Arap -Moi's era (1978-2002). and got reinvigorated 
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women to disasters is greater mainly because of the social values. The main aims of this 
paper are to highlight the importance of gender mainstreaming in disaster reduction 
policymaking and to discuss ways of mainstreaming gender. In order to make the path of 
achieving this aim clearer, this paper gives an account of the nature anµ types of disasters 
and the world's movement towards disa·ster reduction in its early sections. The next section 
characterizes and classifies disasters as a preface to the disaster reduction trend and 
practices, which are described later. The third section focuses on gender mainstreaming, its. 
importance and prop·osed means of integrating it into disaster reduction policies and 
measures. This paper is based on a review of academic literature, papers and reports 
produced by the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UN/ISDR) 
and various other institutions. 

The way disasters are seen 

Defining disasters 

Historically, disasters were known as acts of god, or events outside human control, which 
brought massive disruption to society McEntire, D.A. (2001) .  However, subsequently, with 
the expansion o f  scientific knowledge, disasters became synonymous with disaster agents 
or .more specifically; they were seen as natural- hazards -McEntire, D.A. : (2001) .  UN/ISDR 
defines a disaster as a serious d�sruption of .the functioning of. a community or society 
causing widespre�d human, material, economic,qr environmental - losses, which exceed the 
ability of the affected community or society to · cope using its own resources ] .  However, 
disasters are interpreted in different ways by scholars and institutions. Weichselgartner 
[33] argues that natural disasters are social phenomena because the overall damage due to 
natural hazards is the result both of natural events that act as a "trigger" and a series of 
societal factors. According to Jaya Kumar, G.S. (2000)] , the term is used to indicate a whole 
range of distress situations both individual and communal and that disasters are events in 
time, which have distinct phases .- of onset, climax a_nd withdrawal. . Ariyabandu and 
Wickramasinghe Ariyabandu, M.M. and Wickramasi:nghe, M , . (2003). view. · disasters as 
sudden events, which require immediate, emergency rel ief. ,McEntire, D.A. (2001) · puts 
forward a different perspective by indicating that disasters as the disruptive outcome or 
human�induced triggering -.. agents • when they interact with and are exacerbated by 
�lnerabilities from diverse · but overlapping environments. Apropos, .indicates none of 
these definitions of disasters are universally accepted yet. The way that the disasters are 
explained varies according to the discipline in which they have been defined. Generally, 

. there are four main bases for defining disasters as technical, sociological, political and 
medicinal Siriwardena, N.U., Haigh, R. and Ingirige, M.J.B. (2007). However, almost all the 
definitions describe a disaster as an event, which disturbs the social structure or the 
environment, causes a significant loss and needs external assistance in recovery. 

Types of disasters 
Disasters are often divided into two main categories - as natural or man-made according to 
their cause Shelf, J .M., Ahmadun F. and Said A.M. (2003)] .  Figure 1 illustrates this. In 
addition to the two main categories of disaster, Shaluf, J .M., Ahmadun F. and Said A.M. 
(2003) and Shaluf, I .  M.  and Ahmadun, F. (2006) indicate that there can be a third category 
of disasters as hybrid disasters, which occur as a combination of. natural and man-made 
disasters. 
Further, Shaluf, I. M. and Ahmadun, F. (2006) show that natural and/or man-made disasters 
can trigger subsequent disasters as welL Disaster·s ·ar'e class.ifi�d into three groups by J�ya 
Kumar, G.S. (2000) referring to the spatial dimensions of disasters as small, local ised or 
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THE ROLE OF GENDER MAINSTREAMING IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT IN KENYA: WAY 
FORWARD 

By 

Chedotum Kibet Ambrose 

Abstract 
School of Developmental Studies, Moi University 

In Kenya there have been significant losses in human life and l ivel ihoods, the destn!ction of 
economic and social infrastructure and damage t� the environment caused by disasters in 
the past decade has increased the necessity for proper disaster reduction and risk 

· management strategies. A disaster is shown as a combination of a trigger agent and 
vulnerabil ities. Since vulnerabi lities are the dependant component of a disaster, they 
should be managed and minimized in order to reduce disasters. D isaster reduction pol icies 
and measures, which ensure a decrease in vulnerabilities, need to be formed and 
implemented to achieve a sustainable and consistent plan of disaster management Since 
women are more vulnerable in a disaster, their needs and concerns should be widely 
integrated into risk reduction plans and procedures from both perspectives of women as 
beneficiaries and decision makers. Gender mainstreaming in Kenya is considered an 
important element i n  disaster reduction policy making to integrate a gender equality 
.perspective in  all pol icies at all levels. Gender mainstreaming in disaster reduction refers to 
promoting awareness about gender equity and equality, to help reduce the impact of 
disasters an_d to incorporate gender analysis in disaster management, risk reduction and 
sustainable development to decrease vulnerability. This paper reviews literature on 
disaster reduction and gender mainstreaming to emphasize why gender mainstreaming has 
become a necessity in  disaster reduction attempts and to highl ight the ways in which it can 
be achieved. 
Keywords: Disaster reduction, Gender mainstreaming, Women 

INTRODUCTION 
"Disasters, one of man's oldest concerns, reach back to periods of pre-history and myth, yet 
strangely enough, are hardly an area of critical scrutiny" Jaya Kumar, G.S. (2000). Disasters 
are known as sudden events, which bring serious disruption to society with massive 
human, material and environmental losses and these losses always go beyond the capaci ty 
of the affected society to cope with its own resources( Kelman, I. and Pooley, s. ( eds.) . 
(2004). According to McEntire, D.A. (2001), any disaster is a combination of a triggering 
agent and a set of vulnerabil ities - and it is these vulnerabi liti es, the conditions, which 
affect the capacity of a society to respond to the triggering agent whi ch is the controllable 
component of a disaster. Since disasters cause large-scale damage to human l ife, their 
l ivelihoods, economic and social infrastructure and environment (International Strategy for 
Disaster Reduction, (2002)) and these damages have shown a significant increase in the 
last one and a half decades Shaluf, I.M., Ahmadun F. and Said A.M. (2003)], the world is i n  
serious need of  a sustained and comprehensive disaster reduction strategy. In  achieving 
this, the needs and concerns of al l social groups such as poor, rich, men, women, young, 
old,indigenous or non-indigenous must be necessarily integrated into the disaster 
reduction policies and measures because the level of vulnerability depends on these social 
aspects International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (2002)] . The Secretariat of the United 
Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction Inter-agency Secretariat for the 
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (2002)] emphasizes that the vulnerability of 
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international and local tourists. Additionally, certain talents associated with �ome cultural 
groups are a- source of not only individual wealth but also the country. 1he athletic 
endowment of . the Kalenj in community suffice to elaborate the strength of cultural 
diversity. 

. 

CONCLUSION 
Cultural diversity in K�ri.ya manifests itself as a malady more than a strength. As a malady it 
has been very detrimental to the social and economic lives of Kenyans due to the negative 
offshoots associated with ethnicity, tribalism., cultural stereotypes and prejudices. Indeed, 
cultural diversity can be said to be Achilles heel upon which ethnic rivalry and tension, 
favoritism and unbalanced development cah be explained, among others in Kenya. It is also 
important to note that politicians whip the offshoots of cultural .diversity for political . 
survival. This kind of scenario has _· systematically played a dangerous �nd harmful 
manifestation for the country. For Kenya to divµrce itself from negative aspects .. of c1,I1tural 
diversity, there must be the desire to enact a government which has the in-.terests of the 
nation and the  entire diversity _at heart, devoid of "tribal" under l inings· and sentiments. 
This calls for what Pin�ey. (1993) calls consociational democracy. The word is used to 
describe how a cultura�ly diverse country like Kenya can ensure that all significant groups 
are incorporated in Go_vernment without alienation of "others". The system recognizes 
society as consisting of. these · djstinctive groups, based on languag�, race or religious 
autonomy of  one another and �}.le state. Indeed, the object of consociational democracy is to 
seek consensus between the different groups through a political process that brings all 
leaders into a governmental process, through carefully tailored forms of proportional 
representation of federalism or by s'pecifically reserving of�ces of state for members of the 
different groups. Moreover, there is need for a legislation to guard Kenyans against 
politicians who whip ethnic emotions for political survival and a�grandizement The law 
must be very clear, with severe penalties and fines for those who violate such laws. 
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efforts must be made to bui ld the necessary capaciti es at the community and national levels 
to manage and redµce risk" International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (2005)] . 

Disaster manage1nent in Kenya 

The objective of early warning systems is to l ink the informati on provision to the response. 
The process al lows a lead-time to access funding, expertise and equipment for the 
necessary intervention. Strategi c food reserves, health and essential suppl ies such as non
food items remain an important component of disaster preparedness. 
Another example of disaster preparedness activity is the comprehensive and continuous 
assessment of vulnerabil ities and risks in order to understand threats of a hazard and to 
improve the targeting of Disaster Management programs. A comprehensive assessment of 
risks and vulnerabiliti es will, therefore, assist the targeting of disaster management 
programmes in Kenya. 
The Government wi l l  facilitate the establ ishment of a comprehensive National Early 
Warning System that will encourage the involvement of all stakehol ders. I n  additi on 
baseline vulnerability analyses wil l  be  prepared on a continuous basis to assess the impact 
of the problem on the affected population. Based on �he Early Warning System and the 
continuous analysis of vulnerabil ities, response activities including the a-ctive use of 
strategi c stockpiles of food and non-food items, will be undertaken in a manner that 
ensures that the most vulnerable groups are specifically targeted. 
On insti tutional provisions, there is need for careful and selective strengthening, so that 
whereas DSGs are doing a commendable work in the ASAL distri cts, the DDCs and DDMCs 

: in each district shall be strengthened to i�prove their capabil ity for DM at district, division 
and lower levels, proactively �md responsively. 
Disaster Response. 
Response involves interventions taken during or immediately after a disaster. Such actions 
are directed towards saving l ives and livelihoods and dealing with the immediate damage 
caused by disaster. 

Process to recovery 
Following response and rel ief, the ful l  disaster cycle has many phases leading to recovery. 
Rehabil i tation is th e restora tion of the socio-economic institutions and structures of the 
affected society /community in readiness for reconstruction i.e. rebuilding of their l ife 
support systems and further development. It may be preceded by repatriatio� followed by 
rehabil itation and reconstruction are intertwined with development; providing a bridge 
between a satisfaction of immediate needs and the implementation of  comprehensive 
vulnerabil i ty reducti on programmes. At the same time the recovery phase entails 
programmes designed to help communities to return to normalcy.The insurance industry 
will play a crucial role in mitigating the impact of disasters on the communities in both 
rural and urban areas. Insurance firms will be encouraged to d�vel9p affordable pr�ducts 
that can be made available to the society in order to underwrite some of the disaster
related losses. 

Gender mainstreaming and disaster reduction . 
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. . the dependant  component while 
McEntire, D .A. (2001) explains that vulnerabihty acts as 

t of a disaster. This dependant 
the triggering agent stands as the independe�t componetbility resistance and resilience 
component is determined by the degree 0� :'_sk, susc�d �e ma�aged in order to mitigate 
McEntire, D.A. (2001)] . Therefore, vulnerabihties shou

bl d elopment or vulnerability 
d. · ] h ·nvulnera e ev 1sasters. McEntire, D.A. (2 001 ) s ows 1 

• • • tenti· ona\ly designed and • • d activities are m management as a process whereby deciswns an . 
h f 1 1  st extent possible. 

implemented to take into account and eliminate disaster to t e u e 

An overview of disaster reduction . . . . d t' fed as a better Disaster preparedne�s through minimizing vulnerab1hties has been 1 en 1 1 

· • · ness [9] [24] . According to approach to face disasters than post-disaster responsive 
· · · ti' l t ddress everyday hazards and Goodyear {6] , creatmg a culture of prevention 1s essen a o a 

the consequences o f  a disaster. Disaster risk reduction is defined as  the c_o��eptual 
framework of elements considered with the possibilities to minimi�e �ulne:�b ili�ies and 
disaster risks throughout society, to avoid (prevention) or  to hmit  (mitigatio� and 
preparedness} the adverse impacts of hazards, within the broad co�t�xt o! sustamable 
development [12] .  Therefore, disaster risk reduction must be more dec1s1vely 1ncorporated 
as an essenti al component of all development strategies, pnl icies, programmes and 
investments for national and local governments [26] . In other words, disaster reduction 
incorporates taking measures in advance, addressing risk reducti on ,  involving 
environmental protection, social equity and economic growth, the three cornerstones of 
sustainable development, to ensure that development efforts do not  increase the 
vulnerability to hazards International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (2 002) .  
The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UN/ISDR) is a pioneer in 
disaster reduction movement in the international context. I SDR aims at building disaster 
resilient communities by promoting increased awareness of  the importance of disaster 
reduction as an integral component of sustainable development and it promotes following 
four obj ectives for disaster reduction. Increase public awareness  to understand risk, 
vulnerability and disaster reduction globally. Obtain commitment  from public  authorities to 
implement disaster reduction policies and actions. 

Stimulate interdisciplinary and intersectoral partnerships, including the risk reduction 
networks. Improve scientific knowledge about disaster reduction. 

A close inter-r�lationship is shown between disaster reduction and susta inable 
development in di saster management research. A number of development t · • t· h a "b ' l '  d · t 1 • h" ac  1v1 1es ave great responsi 1 1ty an m er-re atrnns 1p with disaster r isk red t' b b th . uc 10n ecause o development and disaster management are aimed at vulnerabil i·ty red t· F h · t  ·s . . . . uc 10n .  urt er, 1 i md1cated that development can increase and/or decrease di· sast 1 b ' l ' I t · • 1 . er vu nera 1 1ty. 1 s  essential, therefore, to ta ce measures of disaster risk reduction int · ct  

. . ll · · ti· Th f l � o cons1 erat10n m a development activ1 es. e ramewor < ,or Action 2005-20 15 ·  8 · i d· h . . f . · · 
o · ,, · UI mg t e Res1hence o Nations and Commumties to 1sasters states, there is now inter t· 1 . . na 10n a  acknowledgement that efforts to reduce disaster nsks must be systematically inte rated . 

. . ns and programmes for sustainable development and poverty 
g 

d 
. mto poli cies, pla 

d . · l d · . re uct10n and supporte through bilateral, reg1ona an mternattonal cooperation i . ' Sustainable development, poverty reduction, good governan 
' 
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n
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are mutually supportive obj ectives. In order to meet th 
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on the above explanation, the Working Group on cl imate change and disaster risk reduction 
of the Inter Agency Task Force on Disaster Reduction [34] illustrates the different 
dimensions of vulnerabil ities as fol lows. 
Physical vulnerabi lity refers to susceptibil ities of the built environment and may be 
described as "exposure". 
Social factors of vulnerability include levels of li teracy arid education, health infrastructure, 
the existence of peace and securi ty, access to basic' human rights, systems of good 
governance, social equity, traditional values, customs and ideological bel iefs and overall 
col lective organizati onal systems. 
Economic vulnerabil i ty characterizes ·people less privi leged in class or caste, ethn'ic 
minorities, the very young and old, the disadvantaged, and often women who are primarily 
responsible for providing essential shelter and basic needs. 
Environmental vulnerability refers to the extent of natural resource degradation. On the 
other hand, M cEntire, D.A. (2001) categorizes the variables, which interact to produce a 
future of increased vulnerabiliti es under physical, social, cultural, pol i tical, economic, and 
technological headings as given in the following list This classification splits the social 
vulnerability in the earl ier categorization into three separate groups :as social;-cultural and 
political dimensions of vulnerabilities. In addition, the environmental dimensions are 
brought under the physical variables here in contrast to the earlier divi�i�n._ 

Physical 
The proximity of peopl e and property to triggering age11t's improper construction of 
buildings, inadequate foresight relating to the infrastructure and degradation of the 
environment 

Social 
Limited education (including i nsufficient knowledge about disasters), inadequate routine . 
and emergency health care, massive and unplanned · migration to urban areas . _.and 
marginal izati on of specific groups and individuals 

Cultural 
public apathy towards disaster, defiance of safety precautions and regulations, loss of 
traditional coping measures and o depe.ndency and an absence of personal responsibility. 

Political 
minimal support for disaster programmes amongst elected officials, inabi l ity to enforce or 
encourage steps for mitigation,o over-centralization of decision making and isolated or 
weak disaster related institutions 

Economic 
growing divergence in the distribution of wealth, the pursuit of profit with l i ttle rega�d for 
consequences, failure to purchase insurance and sparse resources for disaster prevention, 
planning and management 

· Technological . 
lack of structural mitigation devices over-rel iance upon or ineffective warning systems 
carelessness in industrial production lack of foresight regarding computer 
equipment/programmes 
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large and regional disasters. On the other hand, disasters can be  ca�egorized in�o two, based 
on their spatial and socio economic characteristics as exogenous disasters and endogenous 
disasters Jaya Kumar, G .S. (20�0). 
Exogenous disasters- which relates to an energy that is external to society and which injure, 
destroy and affect everyone trapped within the spatial or temporal dimension. Th�s can be 
defined as an event concentrated in time and space in which a community or __ a society 
experiences and shares severe danger, injury and destruction or disruption of the social 
structure and essential function of the society. 
Endogenous di�ast�rs- whic� emerge from forces within society and which, injure one 
group while en.ricn other or which distress is suffered by one section of the community 
while material gains and social satisfaction accrue to another. 

Occurrence of disasters 

Initi�lly, sc}:lrilars and policy makers gave attention to disasters · concentrating mainly on 
hazards giving an implication that the hazard agent �as ·the disaster [19] .  UN/ISDR 
InternationaL Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (2004) describes hazard as a potentially 
damaging physical event, phenomenon or human activity that may cause the loss of life or 
injury, property ·damage, social and. economic':.disruption or environmental degradation. 
Furthermore, hazards can include lat�!it co�ditions that may represent future threats and 
can have different origins: natural (geological, hydro-meteorological and biological) or 
induced by human processes (environmental degraqation and technological hazards) 
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction,' (2004)]. 
However, this initial perspective on disasters was problematic because natural occurrences 
such as tornados in uninhabited plains may. not be seen as a disaster and some hazards 
such as floods and fires can even be beneficic!l for the environment ( e.g. providing rich, 
fertile soils for farming and forest rejuvena�iop) [19]. Therefore, the subsequent viewpoint 
that all disasters irrespective of' whether _ _ they are natural or manmade emerge as a 
combination of a triggering agent/hazar,d and -vulnerabilities McEntir,e, D.A. (2001)] i�  more 
rational. With the establishment of the latter view, the emphasis on vulnerabilities in the 
context of disasters was raised gradually. . ·  

. . 

Disasters: Natural Earthq�ake, Landslides, Droughts, -Floods, �torms, Tropical cyclones, 
Wildfires, Desertification, Environmental degradation, Volcanic eruptions. 

Man-made/ Technological, Conflicts, Wars, Industrial accidents, Transport accidents, 
' Terrorism, 
Crowd accidents, Structur�l Failures, Slow onset Rapid Long term 'Sudden/Socio-technical · 

Vulnerabilities . l 

Vulnerability is known as a set of conditions that affect the abiiity of �ountries, communities l 
and individuals to prevent, mitigate, prepare for and respond to hazards [1]. It  is seen that ·1 
all individuals and. communities are to varying degrees vulnerable to hazards and all have l intrinsic capacities to reduce their vulnerability [34] . Apropos, vulnerability is given ·1 
various definitions in disaster research since 1980 [33] . Similarly the disaster definitions · ! 
vary according to the discipline they are bas�d on and the way in which vulnerability is 
seen depends on the respective discipline [19] '. UN/ISDR [12] defines vulner:ibility as the 
conditions determined by physical, social, economic, and environmental factors or 

. processes which increase the susceptibility of a community to the impact of hazards. Based 
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through considering the specific needs and interests of vulnerable women before, during 

and after disasters .  
The United Nations International Strategy for Disaster Reduction International Strategy for 
Disaster Reduction, (2002) shows gender mainstreaming in disaster reduction as a parallel 
but inter-linked process to the mainstreaming of disaster reduction into sustainable 
development policies and activities while recommending integrating gender, development 
and environmental management and disaster risk reduction both in research and practice. 
It further recommends that efforts should be made to increase a gender balance in 
decision-making positions to deal with disaster risk management. There is ·a need for a 

focus on the disaster and sustainable development planning processes and ensures a 
participatory approach and involvement of non-traditionalfnon-conventional ideas and 
partners. 

Conclusions 
Disasters, which disrupt society with enormous damage to the human life, environment and 
economic resources, treat women and men differently. Women are more vulnerable to the 
consequences of  disasters because of their social role. This emphasizes the need to achieve 
gender equality in disaster reduction and integrate a gendered perspective to al1 pol icies -
and measures implemented in disaster management context 
Gender mainstreaming in disaster reduction allows women to decrease their vulnerability 
Through identifying their specific needs at the disaster management planning stage. 
Women are empowered by gender mainstreaming to reach equality in decision making 
roles in disaster reduction and to utilize their skills in planning and implementation o f  
policies and measures. 
After identifying the existing roles of men and women through gender analysis, gender 
mainstreaming helps to achieve equality in disaster reduction by giving a comprehensive 
Understanding of the possible effects of policies and measures developed for disaster 
reduction on gender roles. However, since disaster reduction and development have a close 
inter relationship, gender mainstreaming in disaster reduction is a parallel and inter-linked 
process to mainstreaming disaster reduction into sustainable development pol icies. 
The way forward 
This paper focused to give an account for the importance of gender mainstreaming in 
disaster reduction through a discussion of literature findings on disasters, the types of 
disasters, different categories of disaster vulnerabilities and gender mainstreaming and its role in disaster reduction process. Apropos, gender mainstreaming in disaster reduction 
facilitates non-traditional i deas and parties to participate in disaster reduction and sust�i�able developme�t pla�ni�g while ��powering women to develop their leadership quahties and other special skills m the dec1s1on making process. 
Therefore, the st�dy which wa� the basis for this paper aims to continue researching in the future on: establishing a relationship among disaster reduction, construction and d d t. h · f d 

. . gen er, emonstra mg t e importance o gen er in the context of disaster reduction tr · 
d d. h d c . 

. cons uct1on un erstan mg t e nee 1or mainstreaming women in construction in dis t d • ' 
'd ·ry· h f • . as er re uction 
1 ent1 mg t e ways o mamstreammg women in construction in the d. t d . ' 
d • • k' 1sas er re uction ec1st0n ma mg process. 
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A orcl lng to the Employment and European Social Fund [3], gerider mainstrea�i ng �eans 

, -I rtnership between women and men to ensure both participa_t� fully 1� society's 

d v \opmcnt and benefit equally from society's resources. Gender mamstreammg covers 

th followti,g a._ p��t�: Policy design; Decision-making; Access to res�urces; Procedures and 
prn ti s; Methodology; Jmplementation and Monitoring and eyaluat10n . . 
Th r fore, g ·nd�.r · ·mainstreaming is _ �ecessary to incorporate in the polici7s and 

programmes related to disaster reduction mainly because ••gender shapes capacity a�d 

vuln rability to disasters" as discussed earlier. As the United Nations Office of the Special 
Adviser on Gender I ssues and Advancement of Women Office of the Special Adviser on . 
Gender Issues and Advancement of Women, (2001)explains, gender mainstreaming can 
promote gender equal ity and �omen's empowerment, particularly where there �re glaring 
instances of persistent discrimination of women and inequality between women an�. men. 
Gender mainstreaming ·can be used as an effective tool to reduce the vulnerab1hty of 
women, which arise due to various factors including less .a�cess . to resources and to bring 
more women in to disast�r reduction policy rriaking proc.:ess; · , .! ··· 
However, promoting gender mainstreaming is a long, slow proces� requiring i nputs on 
many fronts ovet a long period of time, including advocacy, advice and suppo�, 
competence development, development of methods and tools and vigilance in following up · · and evaluating progress Office of the Special Adviser on Gender Issues and Advancement of 
Women, (2001). 

Gender mains1:1"eaming in disaster reduction 

According to the definition given by the International Labor Organization for gender 
mainstreaming, it is bringing the experience, knowledge, and interests of women and men 

to bear on the development agenda and identifying the rieed for-changes in that agenda in a 

way which both women and men can influence, participate in, and benefit from 
development processes. Accordingly, mainstreaming gender perspectives into disaster risk 
reducti on �hould concern women in development processes as equal partners to men as 

both decision· makers an�· benefic_iaries Ariyabandu, M.M .. . and Wickramasinghe, M. 
(2003).According· to Carolyn Hannan, Director of the UN Division for the Advancement of 

- Women , the followin·g bask principies should be set up for mainstreaming gender. 
Adequate accountability mechanisms for monitoring progress need to be established. The 
initial identification of issues and problems across all area(s) of activity should be such that 
gender differences and disparities can be diagnosed. Assumptions that issues or problems 

are neutral from a gender-equality perspective should ne:ver be made. Gender analysis 
should always be carried out. · . . · 
Clear pol itical will and allocation of adequate resources .for mainstreaming, including 
additional financial and human resources if necessary, are · important for translation of the 
concept into practice. Efforts to broaden women's equitable . participation at all levels of 
decision-making s�ould be taken . Therefore, mainstreaming gender in to disaster reduction 
�olicies and measures translates into identifying the ways in which women and men are 
�ositioned in soci ety·International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (20 02). In other words, 
m the context of disaster risk reduction, gender mainstreaming refers to fostering 
aw�reness about gender equity and equality, etc, to l!_elp re�uce the impact of disasters, and 
to incorporate gender analysis in disaster management, risk reduction and sustainable 
development to decr�qse vulnerability Internation.al . Strategy• �for Disaster Reduction 

(2002). Gender mai _nstr�.aming can be used -_to bring equality i�t�. disaster managemen� 
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capacities needs and vulnerabilities" Ariyabandu, M.M. and Wickramasingh e, M. (2003), 
' · d · (2002) Inter-agency Secretariat for the International Strategy for D isaster Re uctwn, 

] indicates that women are more vulnerable in disasters and they are the most affected.' Th� 

poor and predominantly female and elderly populations are characterize.d by higher 
economic vulnerability as they suffe� proportionally larger losses in d �saster� and have 
limited capacity to recover] . Enarson, E. (2000) identifies the fol lowing pomts as the 

reasons for women's higher vulnerability in disasters. Women have less a�cess to 
resources. Women are victims of the gen_dered division of labour. 
They (women) are primarily responsible for domestic  duties s.uch as chi ldcare and care for 
the elderly or disabled and they do not have the liberty of migrating to look for work 
following a disaster. As housing is often··destroyed in the .disaster, many families are forced 
to relocate to shelters. When women's ·�conomic resources are taken away, their bargaining 
position in the household is adversely affected. 
In addition to the above factors, Emerson, E. (2000) points out that disasters themselves 
can increase women's vulnerability not only· because they increase female headed 
households but sexual and domestic violence are also increased following a disaster. 
According to, Emerson, E. (2 000) and Keaton, H. (2003)J; although wgmen are at greater 
risk than men in disasters, it is the women who make it poss1ble .for- the community to cope 
with disasters because their social role is central to the management of a disaster coping 
strategy. However, women's abilities to mitigate hazards and prevent di_sasters and to cope 
with and recover from the effects of disasters have not sufficiently been taken· into account 
or developed Ariyabandu, M.M. and Wickramasinghe, M. (2003) .  -As Ariyabandu, M .M.  and 
Wickramasinghe, M. (2003) indicate, in current practice of disaster reduction women are 
seen as helpless victims and their capacities, knowledge and skills in each stage of the 
disaster cycle are not recognized. The gender differences in the disaster mitigation have 
been discussed primarily in the context of vulnerability or community involvement. The 
absence of women in decision making positions in emergency and recovery planning is not 
effectively addres.sed. Therefore, a gender perspective should be integrated into all disaster 
reduction policies and measures in ord�r to decrease women's susceptibility in disasters. 
However, gender equality in disaster reduction requires empowering women to have an 

· increasing role in leadership, management. and decision making p�sitions because women 
are not only victims of disasters but they can· act as agents of change in di°saster reduction 
planning International Strategy for Disaster Reduction, (2 002)]. 

Gender mainstreaming 

The Platform for Action (PfA) at the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beij ing in 1995 
brought up the concept of gender mainstreaming, the commitment to integrate gender 
perspective in all forms of development and political processes of governments . UN/ISDR 
International Strate?Y �or Disaster Reduction, �20?2) :laborates gender mainstreaming as 
the process of brmgmg a gendered perspective mto the mainstream activities of 
go�eni"'lents at all levels, as a mean_s of promoting the rol� . of . .  women in the field of 
de�elopm�nt and integra�ng wo�en:s values into development work. Although, the 
ultim�te aim o� gender mai�streammg. ts to achieve gender equal ity, it is not for promoting 
�qual ity to the 1":1�lementat1on of specific �easures to help women; it is to achieve equality 
m all general pohc1es and measures by actively and openly taking the possible effects on  the 
respective situation of men and women into account -at the planning stage European 
Commission, ( 1996) .  
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Nkrumah defined neo-colonialism as= . . . 
A process of handling independence even to African people with · one hand only to take it 
away with the other hand, "  Cli�ntele sovereignty, fake independenc-e; 'the practice of 
granting a sort of independence by the_ metropol[tan power, wi�h concealed intention of 
making the liberated country a client-state and controlling. it effectively by means other 
than political ones . . .  T.he greatest danger at present facing Africa _is neo-colonialism and its 
major instrument ba!kanization.-�-Under. colo_riial imperialism . there was so�ething like 
public accountability but neo-colonial imperialism was the most irresponsible form of 
imperialism because of lack of inner constraint of accountability_. . 

Wanaka (2000) observes that: . . . . 
Colonialism 's economic concerns led to the alienation of large tracts of Ia_ndfor agricultura_l 
exploitation--- in that enterprise, the colonial government embarked upon systematic 

. imposition ·of English property law and a transformation of indigenous patterns of land 
tenure and use. 

Nkrumah writes and explains the reasons for European conquest for African Kingdoms: 
The imperial powers need the raw .materials and cheap native labor of the colonies for their 

- own capitalists industries. The problem of land ownership in colonies has riseTl because the 
colonial powers have legally /illegally seized valuable mining and plantation rights. - The 
British are .more careful than. other imperialists to legitimize their seizure but even their 
semi-legal methods do not disguise the fact that they have no right to robe the native of his 
�irth right 

Nkrumah urged all Ghanaians to "seek ye first the political kingdom and all things will be 
added to it". The African states must· actually- follow- to the letter- the philosophy of 
Nkrumah in order to be �ffective and free from neocolonialism. 

INTRODUCTION OF COLONIAL RULE IN KENYA AND RISE OF THE MAU- MAU 
There was the creation of an all -European legislative council which was to make laws for 
the peace and good government of the protectorate in· 190 7.This was to introduce the 
English law as it existed on 12th August 1897.The .imp�rted law was to �e applied subject to 
the local conditions of inhabitants. This English �� still applies today to our legal system. 
Section (3) of The Judicatur.e Act of the laws of K��ya states: 

The Jurisdiction of High court, cou� . of Appeal and subordinate co1,1rts shall be 
exercised with specific Acts of the parliament of the 7 United Kingdom, India, Common 
Law, doctrine of Equity f:Ind Englis� sta,_tutes -of Ge_neral applicati�n in .force in England 
on 12th August 1897, the procedure ·an� practice observed by courts of justice in 
England on same date. 

The legal system, legal practices and judges of the court are still the English models with 
extremely few modifications. 

EDUCATION SYSTEM IN KENYA 1900-1963 
African societies p�ovided and transmitted t_heir �orms, value and belief systems through 
an informal education system. It was transmitted through generations by several methods, 
which were different fro� . th� European type. The missionaries brought schools and 
evangelization that .were _ehtist m nature, creating a lot of inequality. The school system has 
been reformed several times to meet the challenges of the society. However, the English 
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According to the 1920 order-in-council, Kenya and the coastal ten-mile strip .. were legally 
recognized. The declaration of crown colony created several organs that still exist up to 
now. However, these systems have now been done away with by the passing of the new 
constitution. 

Kenya was administered on two levels-- namely central and local government The 
governor was appointed by the Queen as head of government while the Queen was the head 
of state. The governor had executive and legislative powers over the colony. 

The provinces were divided into districts, which were further divided into divisions, 
locations and sub locations-- still the remnants of colonialism. The local units formed the 
basic areas of government and their day-to-day administration was the responsibil ity of the 
executive-- from provincial commissioners to district - commissioners, district officers, 
chiefs and assistant chiefs. The provincial administration was in-charge of maintaining law 
and order in each province assisted by the above named officers. The central government, 
which was created in Nairobi, administered the departments. These departments were 
eventually changed to ministries. 

These arrangements have remained to this day. The Courts of law were also established by 
the colonial government and were initially manned by officers of the provincial 
administration or judges and magistrates seconded from the colonial legal service. Kenya 
continued to have judges was until 1988, when the last one was dismissed because of 
incompetence and gross misconduct 

The land that belonged to Africans was alienated by several legislations in 1915  by The 
Crown Lands Ordi nance, which stated : 

All public land in the colony which are so for time being subject to the control of His 
majesty by virtue of any treaty, convention or agreement or by virtue of his majesty's 
protectorate and all lands which shall have been acquired by His majesty far the public 
service or otherwise however and shall include al/ lands occupied by Native tribes of 
the colony and all lands reserved for the use of members of any native tribes. 

The above ordinance vested all the land in the governor. The African comqmnities now 
turned to be the tenants of the crown. The colonial ists introduced the land tenure system, 
which is still held today for a period ranging from 99 years to 999 years. Section 5 of 1915  
Crown Land Ordinance provides that: 

Since land is a commercial commodit;y for economic purposes it must be distributed 
equitably among the citizens. The agricultural activities were geared towards 
production of cash crops for export neglecting the domestic crops. There . were 
agricultural extension officers sent to the grassroots to intensify the production of cash 
crops to feed European industries. This is true even up ta today where coffee, tea, cocoa 
among others commodities. 

The land has been commercialized, as any other commodity in a free market economy until 
now, and was the major cause of political rebellion in Kenya during the 2007 /2008 post 
election violence. 

NEOCOLONIALISM 
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d' 
Kisumu and Nairobi, as well as Mombasa. 'rhe colonial presence was, thus, expan. mg. 

During the 1880s, the British Colonial Office had increasingly take_n �ve� t�e-admini�trati on 

of the region from the Imperial East African C�mpany. Th_e con:1m1�s1oner of the region was 

given the right to establish a police or other force f�r the defence �fth e �rotectorate a_nd 
armed forces were established. There was opposition to the colomal o�ts1ders and pohce 
force was needed to suppress this opposition. 

The Delimitation Agree�e,nf of 1886 established ' the approximate boundary to the south,  
separating it from the German sphere of influence in Tanganyika . Buganda was already 
identified as a Kingdom. Its bord'ers . . and neighbours in Uganda came under-the nominal 
British control; following the .Anglo-German Agr�ement of 1890.The Imperial B ritish East 
Africa (IBEA) was chartered to a�minister the interior of the British sphere. IBEA continued 
with its expansionist policies until it reached Uganda in 1893 and eventually took over that 
country in 1895 .  

In. 1902, the boundaries that were earlier .. fixed - were redefined. The East African 
Protectorate was finally separated from the Uganda Prc:>tectorate. In June 1920, Britain 
formally annexed Kenya as crown colony with the sam·e boundaries of 1902 East African 
Protectorate. This arrangement did not include the coastal region. The Kenyan coastal 
region w�s governed by another authority. · . 

The East African coast had many inhabitants with a lot of trade that inclu ded slave trade . 
There were G�eeks, Portuguese, Arabs, Persians, Italians, Indians and Turks who had . introduced t�eir cultures, languages and religions to the indigenous peoples. There still is a very stron� influence from these foreign cultures in present day Kenya. For example the coastal region of Kenya has a strong Arabic influence. On 24th May 1887 th s 1-- f Zan 'b t d th · · s· · • , e u ran o z1 ar gran _e 7 concess10n to Ir WIiham Mackinnon on behal f  of  IBEA: In 1 895 the Sultan of Zanzibar signed a treaty that declared the 10-miles · coastal stri b l • ' 
the Sultan of Zanzibar. P as e ongmg to 

�he .  f�regoing scenario. lasted up to 19 14. The First World w s1gmficant part in forcing the pace of change among th Afr' 
ar 1914-1958 played a 

conscripted about 160,000 men from the East Afr' 
e lean peoples. The British 

Kikuyu, Libya, and Kama, to conquer German East ��
n Protectorate_- among them �uo, 

they were demanding greater rights and freed 
ca. 

ll
When these people came back, 

behind. oms as we as the land that they had left 
THE CROWN COLONY AND ITS INSTITUTIONS 1920-1963' 
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Masinde Mu1iro University of.Science and Technology, Kenya 

INTRODUCTION 
Since 1960, Afri can states have become independent and self-governing, with their own 
heads of states and governments, founded on the principles o f  their colonial masters: The 
states assumed that they were politically, socially, cultura11y �nd econom1cally 
independent from their masters. The reality is that Africa is still col�nized in many other 
spheres with her own consent. The present ,-African states were colonized courtesy of the 
1884-5 Berlin conference. Neither was the African people consulted nor did they consent to 
be colonized. African states hav� since . gained . independence; therefore, it  is assumed_ in 
theory that the states woul� develop economicaUy, socially, culturally and po�itica�ly 
without the assistance of developed countries through provision of  any kind of foreign aid. 
However, the paradigms of development advanced by the developed nations seem to have 
very little rel evance in the African context, hence, the dependency and modernization 
theories advanced by classical economists and sociologists (Ado, 1987) ;  do not seem hold 
water in the African context. . . . . . ; .. . , , . · -- .;_ . . • 

I 

There are many reasons for this. The conditions _ar.e different from the developed states. 
The renaissance of China and the fall of Soviet Union have heralded a new dawn for African 
states. African - states, with their own consent, are still "colonized" by the newly developed 
world in the political, economic, social and cultural spheres, and the states are struggling to 
emancipate themselves from neocolonization. . . l 

Kenya, for example, gained her independence from Britain in 1963 and it was declared a 
republic. Kenya was, and to a large extent is, governed by the Westminster constitution; she 
has just promulgated a new constitution which she is in the process of implementing. There 
are 42 communities in Kenya with different cultures and languages and economic activi ti es. 
Kenya is a multil ingual country with 42 languages being spoken there. The country has a 
population of about 40 million. The GDP is about 783 do11ars. The economic grbwth is 1.2% 
per. year. Kenya has seven public universities and about 15 private unive.rsities. It has 4 7 
registered political parti es that follow different political policies, some of which are 
western oriented and have little relevance. This paper looks at the perspectives of the 
African development vis a vis the principles advocated by Kwame Nkrumah and Pan 
Africanism. Development theories here have a significant role to play in expla�ning how 
Africa has failed in development. 

THE HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF KENYA 
!hrough trading and settlements, for many centuries, East Africa experienced the imposition of alien restraints, initially by Arab and Pers ian states, and later by Europeans. Formal external control was imposed by the colonial powers of Europe in The General Act 
�9reement Of 18�5, followed �y the Anglo- _German Agreement of 1886, which arbitrarily imposed boundaries on the region by allocating, for example, what is known as Tanzania to 
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· , l lb · g "  This is a fund created to which have long effect s of improving the people s we em · . p d . 
develop constituencies all over the  country which is 2.5% of the Gross Domestic ro uction 
(GDP). This fund has made tremendous development at the grass roots l evel It ne�ds to be 
understood that CDF is a home -grown concept unl ike all the other Wor d . Bank 
programmers and Donor tailored programmers which have not taken Kenya anyw��re for 
decades. This is the new mode of development strategy for the decade for Kenya. It 15 up to 
Kenyans to find out where the 97.5% of revenues col lected have disappeared every 
financial year for over 40 years. 

4. Local Government Transfer Fund 
This fund has been a success story in development efforts of . the . gov:r_11ment, in 
col laboration with the people. This is a fund made ·directly to the loc_al authonties to help 
them del iver services to the residents of munidpalities in the republ ic  of Kenya. The fund 
incorporates the local people in identifying the _projects that are a priori ty and which helps 
local people to find employment opportunities. 

5 District Focus for Rural Development strategy 
This strategy was introduced in 1971 and it was a precursor to the District Grant program 
of 1966 and rural development Fund, District Development Planning and District Focus for 
Rural Development 1 983-4. The main argument for decentralization was to enhance the 
process and speed of development through the provision of socia l  and economic services. 
Development must therefore mean enhancing the capacity of the society to cope with 
challenges and meet its needs. 

CONCLUSION 

From the forego ing discussion of development theories, we draw the conclusion that 
western based theories may not provide the ideal development paradigm for Africa. Instead 
they are a way of guiding development for their former colonies. There is, therefore, need 
for the search for appropriate theories that are uniquely African centred. Whi le  we must 
acknowledge the progress made by the Africa.ns _base� on western qevelopment theories in 
the last few decades, the idea of developmental progress generally is a l ogical outgrowth of 
the consequences of scientific technology in  �he Western world. A distinction should be 
made between development ��d technology. When people  talk o f  development they 
mistakenly identify it with the effects of scientific technology thereby committing the 
fallacy of non-cause pro cause. Developm�n� is al l  encompassing and it should be viewed as 
an enhancement of the capacity of societies to cope with their unique problems. 
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financial resources towards productivity and growth. Their task is to follow the example of 
those air planes that have already taken off, perhaps not in detail but in broad measure." 

Dependency Theory 
This is the theory advanced by Theotonio -Dos Santos (1988) when he puts it as a situati on 
in which a certain group of countries have their economy conditioned by the development 
and expansion of another economy to which the former is subject. The relation of 
interdependence between two or more economies and between these and world trade 
assumes the form or dependence when some countries (the dominant) can expand and give 
impulse to their own development, while other countries (the dependent) can only develop 
as a reflection of this expansion. This can have positive and or /negative effects on their 
immediate development. In ali cases, the basic si tuations of dependence lead to a global 
situation in dependent countries that situate them in backwardness and under the 
exploitati on of the dominant countries. The dominant countries have had technological, 
commercial, capital resource and social-political dominance of some pf these aspects in 
various historical While Europe and North America developed at the expense of slave trade, 
there was no Marshal plan to develop Africa after slave trade or World War I and I I. 

The above theories cannot be appl icable to the Kenyan situation because of the conditions 
prevailing. Hence, Kenya has adopted new methods for development These include: 
The Harambee method: 

• District Focus for Rural Development strategy 
• Self-Help Groups 
• Constituency Development Fund 
• Local Government Transfer Fund 
• The devolved funds under the new constitution 

This paper wi ll now analyze each of them in turn. 

1) The Harambee method 
Harambee is a Kiswahili term meaning ''let us pull together or cooperate in carrying out 
individual groups or community improvement , activities.· This • method has been used in 
Kenya extensively in  raising funds for various pr�jects in Kenya. These projects range from 
schools, hospitals, institutes of technology and raising fees for sending students overseas 
for further studies. There were · massive contributions from politicia_ns, companies and 
major state corporations towards achievement of a particular goal. However, Harambee 
became a den of corruption leading to forced contributions. There was a mass protest tha t 
led to abandonment of this method of development 

2) Self -Help Groups 
These groups where either women groups who carry out sel f-improvement._ activities or 
youth groups for self-sustainability. It was in the form of merry-go round for buying 
utensils, paying school fees for member's chi ldren or youth groups fundraising for their 
respective members. Many self-help groups sprung up for the purpose of helping women in 
the society. 

3. The Constituency Development Fund 
This fund was created in the year 2003 with the fo_llowing aim in its preamble: "Fight 
poverty at the grassroot level through the implementation of community- based proj ects 
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It is true that African states tri ed as much as possible to be independent poli tically yet th 'Y 
are colonized socially, economically, •cultural ly and politically unlike th� events that 
happened during the scramble for Africa when the African people did not participate. 

THE DEVELOPMENT THEORY 

The term "Development" has been looked at from several dimensions. While Rodney (1972) 
argues that "development in human society is a many-sided process. At the individual level, 
it implies increased skilis · and capaci ty, greater freedom, creativity sel f-discipl ine, 
responsibil ity and material well being." The Economic Argument, Todaro Michael (2002) 
notes: 

Development has·traf}itionally meant the capacit;J! of a national economy, who.se initial 
economic condition has been more or less static for a long time, • to generate and 
sustain an {in.n.ual increase in its gross national incorfre (GNI) at the rate of 5% to 7 %. 
It is seen in . terms of planned alteratio

0

n o/th'e structure of production and employment 
so that agriculture's share of both , declines and of the manufacturing and service 
industry increase� 

Kenya gained its politic_al independence in 1963 fr�m .Britain. It was to develop and match 
the colonial masters of the time. However the theories that were applicable at that time 
have failed to realize the required development. The modernization development theory 
does not explain underdevelopment in the third world, including Kenya. 
Underdevelopment is due to economic imperialism and consequent dependency. 

The paper will now explain briefly. �he tr_aditional theories of development and their 
l imitations in explaining the failed .development in the African context and . social setting. 
When Kenya gained her political independence �n the 1960's, the first priority the founding 
fathers· undertook was to fight the three enemies of  the Kenyan people namely el iminate 
poverty, disease and ignorance. This means that Kenya was to transform herself from 
poverty to a modern state through development programmes: 

Several theories have been advanced to explain development theory namely modernization 
and dependency theory. 

Modernization theory. 

This theory tries to explain the case of poverty. in third world. The exponents of  this theory 
state that society undergoes severa� stages before it is developed. 
These stages were expounded by W.W. Rostow (1963) to con'stitute five stages namely, 
traditional society, the pre-conditions to take -off, take -off, drive to maturity and the age of 
high mass-consumption. It has been argued that Europe and North .America pa-ssed through 
the stages many years ago, and i t  is reasonable and fair to give Afri�a� states time to reach 
the levels they are now in development 

Isbister (200 1) concedes and makes a passionate appeal for modern or advanced stat�s to 
help the thir4 world reach where they are and writes: "The challenge to modernize is one 
that faces each country se�ara�ely, as it tries get its plane into the sky. w�at Britain, the 
United States and Japan ?1d, Zimba�we, Co.lombia and China can do. Their methods may 
d iffer somewhat, dep��dmg on n�tio?al fact?rs but in each case they may find a way to 
break away from trad1t1on, to fre.e the mnovat1ve spirit and direct their human, physical and 
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language as the language of instruction still remains as a reminder of  colonialism in Kenya. 
The school system in Kenya changed slightly from racially segregated segments to _cost 
element creating a different form of inequal ity. There were schools for l;uropeans, African, 
Arabs, and Indians with different curricul� and examination systems. These have now been 
transformed to high cost schools for the super rich and low cost ones for the poor people. 
The two systems have different examinations and curricula. The current system was based 
on the Mackay Report, which removed the Advanced level and introduced the 8-4-4 system 
modeled on the Canadian Education system. However, it has maintained the colonial legacy 
of compulsory English language as a medium of instruction. 

REPORTS THAT REFORMED THE EDUCATION SYSTEM: . 

• The Report of the Kenya Educati on Commission (1964). (The Opined Commission) 
sought to reform he inherited system in order to foster natural unity and creation of 
critical human capital for national development 

• The Gachathi Report (1976), aimed to foster national unity and fulfill the economic, 
social and cultural aspirations of the people. 

• The Report of the Presidential Working Party on the Second University i n  Kenya 
(1981) 

• The Mackay Report led to abolition of Advanced level and introduced 8-4-4, which 
was a Canadian schooling system, applicabl e even today. 

• The Report of the Presidential Working Party on Education and Manpower Training 
for the next decade and beyond (Kamunge Report) introduced cost-sharing between 
government, parents and communities. 

• The report of  the Commission of Inquiry into the Education system of Kenya (2 000) 
Koech Report. 

The Kenyan Government has never introduced its own education system to suit the needs 
of its population. . . . . 

POLITICAL SYSTEMS IN  KENYA 1902-2010 

The colonial ists introduced a bicameral parl iament to be represented by elected members 
of parliament to stand for constituencies, which is a colonial form of government. East 
Africa had kingdoms that were self-governing such as Buganda, Kingdom of Wanga, and 
Nandi. They introduced parti es and multi-party systems of  government. The introduction of 
many parties and tribal -based competition for power has led to bloodshed in Kenya every 
five years when the electi ons are held. The idea of giving a lot of freedom to communities 
who have not matured in terms of oneness and have not achieved social sol idarity is a great 
mistake. The viol ence that erupted in 2007 /2008 disputing elections was the ·  result of too 
much freedom on the part of  citizens. Mass media, respect for basic freedoms and freedom 
of expression fuelled the chaos. These indicators are said to be values of  Western 
civilization. 

China has managed to suppress the freedom of its citizens but has a very robust economy. 
China has colonized African states with their own consent. In a typical Kenyan household, 
everything i s  made in China. The Chinese government has introduced the Chinese 
Co�fuci�s Institute and Chinese Language Institute in University of  Nairobi and Kenyatta 
Umvers1ty to boost her culture and trade by making it easy for businessmen to understand 
th� language. M oreover, China has awarded Scholarships to Kenyan s tudents to study in 
Chma. (Explain trade with India) This shows a radical shift of trade from the traditional 
partners of Britain, France, and Germany to China and India. 

1 4 1  
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The role of the scenario in emergency planning 

Th r is oft n a tendency to write emergency plans backwards, and thus to try to match the 
prohl m to he tackled to the resources available to tackle it, rather than the other way 
nrounct. Such plans tend to be very vague about the nature of the emergency situations that 
th y will be applied to. Many emergency plans either have no base scenario or make an 
mi ri t lcnl, unt sted assumption that the last great event in the area covered by planning is 
exn tly diagnostic of what to expect next time. In contrast, a well-constructed plan should 
b bnsed on a thorough analysis of the kinds of event that it will eventually have to tackle. 
This r quires the ful l-scale use of scenario modelling (Alexander, D. 2002). 
A pr •dictivc scenario is an exploration of what is likely to happen under a particular set of 
ircmnstances. It asks the question "what if ... ?", but this should be backed up by scientific 

forecasting of hazards and strict logical investigation of the chains of consequences that 
may occur when a hazard strikes. According to. Alexander, D. (2002), the aim is to draw out 
th most likely train of events, and reactions to them, in order .to form a secure basis for 
planning. As the principal objectives of emergency planning are tq reduce the gap between 
the resources that are needed and those that are available, and to apply the latter as 
effectively as possible to the :urgent problems caused by disaster, it follows that the planner 
will need an accurate and detailed assessment of what is likely to happen. 

The _base scenario, or scenarios, us�d in emergency planning should be subject to logical 
evaluation. As they are a prt!dictive ·tool, .they will have to make a considerable number of 
assumptions about what. is lil-:::!iy to happen under certain sets of  conditions. This should 
not be an impossible task, or- t Jecessarily a daunting one if sufficient background research 
has been conducted. Such ·work should be based on the fundamental relationship (UNDRO 
1982).hazard x vulnerability_ [� exposure] = risk --> impact 
Hence, successive stages in· the formulation of the scenario involve collecting information 
on the spatial and temporal di�tribution of hazards, assessing th� vulrierabi lity of 
populations and structures fo these, deriving patterns of risk and considering how the risks 
are l ikely to materialize as impacts. As the best modern planning is generic (all hazards) 
According to Quarantelli, E.L. (1992) rather than restricted to single hazards or risks, this 
process should be carried out with a sufficient level of generalization  and flexibility that it is 
unl ikely to break down in the face of unexpected developments. 

The relationship between emergency planning and urban and regional planning 

One of the most remarkable aspects of emergency planning in the modem world is its lack 
of relat ionship with urban and regional planning. Disaster preparedness is not usually 
taught to students of  planning, and trainee disaster managers are not usually given a 
grounding in land-use planning. Yet the links between the two disciplines ought to be self 
evi dent: they lie in the concept of the "hazardousness of place'.', (Hewitt, K. and I .  Burton 
1 97 1  ) . 

One of the principal and most successful means of reducing the risks to l ife and property 
posed by natural and technological hazards is to restrict land uses in the most threatened 
places. In 1986 a. petroleum tank cxpto·sion and fire claimed several lives and render:ed 
2600 people homeless in central Naples. In  1998 150 died in the towns of Sarno and 
Quindici in predictable mudflow disasters. Both of these represent cases in which an 
identifiable hazard did not s�mulate vulner�bility re�uction measures. The simplest, and 
often the cheapest of these, 1s to separate mcompatible land uses. At the very leas�. this 
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the real ?rob_lems o� bringing aid to stricken populations? This essay will consider ten of the 
most sahent issues m planning for and managing contemporary emergencies. 

From the paper planning syndrome to the digital planning syndrome 

Lack o f  real commitment to emergency preparedness can lead to the formulation of plans that are_treated_as static documents and deposited in archives without the necessary adaptation, testing and updating that would render them functional and efficient This was long ago identified as the "paper planning syndrome", in. which only the letter, and not the spirit, of  civil protection regulations is ho�oured. Auf der Heide, E. (1989),in theory, the · 
application of  digital computing technology to emergency planning' should make .the . .  · · · 
syndrome a thing of  the past, as computers offer a vastly greater degree of flexibility in how 
plans are devised, stored, displayed, communicated and utilized, as well as making it very 
easy to amend and update them. (Gruntfest, E. and M. Weber 1998) But has the digital 
revolution merely substituted one syndrome for another? . 
To begin with there is no  absolute obligation to use computerized planning procedures any 
more effectively than their typewritten antecedents. Secondly, the use of computers and the 
Internet involves . , questions of . balance . . Possibly, products with superior marketing 

: strategies are . " likely to ·, accumulate the most followers regardless of their degree of 
usefulness. Moreover, the most vocal people and companies can flood the market with their 
views. Hence, digital technology can become a vehicle for diffusing, not only valuable 
advances in methodology, but also inaccurate information. · 
I t  has also been suggested that, by reducing the degree of personal interaction, computer 
use diminishes opportunities for non-verbal communication and introduces a sense of 
artificiality into emergency management, akin to that which prevails in modern aerial 
warfare where screen-watching and button-pushing replace more direct action. 

' 
t 

(Quarantelli, E.L. 1997). 

Unfortunately, most emergency preparedness courses do not include guidelines on how to 
make the best use of computerized technology and how to guard against problems such as 
artificiality and misuse of information. Indeed, as far as I know, no widely accepted 
guidelines exist: they should be formulated as a matter of urgency. 

The interim solution is to use computer technology with a large dose of self-awareness and 
self-evaluation. No  procedures should be implemented without considering their eventu_al 
effectiveness. No expenditures should be mad� wi�o�t some f�rm_of cost-benefit a�alys1s, 

and without specification of the criteria for . 1dent1fymg and Judgmg benefits (which are 

often less easy to quantify than are costsJ 

Com uters · and associated communications technology have enormous potential �or 

d P_ the complexity of disasters to levels that are intelligible and manageable. (To_bm, 

� a��i Tobin 1997) however, at the same time they introduce a new level of complexity-

and vulnerability--into emergency preparedness. Systems therefore need t� be robust, 

com lemented by adequate redundancy and back-ups, a�d �hove all user-friendly. Both 

desi�ners and users should contribute to the process of ach1evmg such goals. 
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DISASTER PLANNING AND EMERGE.NCY MANAGEMENT IN KENYA 
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ABSTRACT 

Disaster management involves deal ing with and avoiding risks. Disaster planning and 
emergency management involves preparing for disaster before i t  occurs, disaster response 
and supporting, and rebuilding society after natural or h�man-made disasters have 
occurred. In Kenya any Emergency management include actions taken depend in part on 
perceptions of  risk of those exposed. In Kenya Effective emergency management rel ies on 
thorough integration of emergency plans at all 1evels of government and non-government 
involvement. Activities at each level (individual, group, community) affect the other levels. 
It is common to place the responsibility for governmental e�ergency management with the 
institutions for civil defense or within the conventional structure of the emergency services. 
However, emergency management actually starts at the lowest level and only increases to 
the next higher organizational level after the current levels resources have been exhausted. 
In the private sector, emergency management is someti�es referred to as business 
continuity planning. 

Key Words: Disaster Planning, Emergency Management and Kenya 

INTRODUCTION 

In the 1990s, particular s trategic and physical circumstances led to the definition of the 
"complex emergency" in developing countries affected by the lethal combination of 
warfare, socio-economic breakdown and natural disasters. (Duffield, M .  1996) A good 
example is the current situation in Eritrea and northern Ethiopia, where l arge-scale 
population displacements, insurgency, drought and the i njuries caused by landmines 
combine to make each day a disaster for local people. 
However, in the debate over such events it has been pointed out that all emergenci es are 
complex to a greater or lesser degree Kirkby, J ., P. O'Keefe, I. Convery and D. Howell (1997) 
Therefore, emergency planning and management are first and foremost about making 
sense of complexity. In industrialized countries, disasters have not merely become more 
common and more destructive, but also more complex. For instance, it has been suggested 
that despite measures to protect Florence against floods, an'd �anage such events 
effectively, a repeat of the 1966 event would. lead to worse effects than those experienced 
35 years ago. The relentless accumulation of physical capital and the presence of 1 0,000 
vehicles in  the ci ty centre w�uld significantly complicat� . emergency operations.( 
Alexander, D. 2000). 
The hard part of the planning pr�cess is no longer the estimation o f  physical forces and 
thei r distribution--the where, whe1� and how much of floods or earthquakes, for example-
but the prediction o f  consequences for the socio-economic system: complex patterns of 
damage, lost production, medical costs, compensation  and l iabil ity issues, etc.( Ellson, R.W., 
J .W. M i l l imnn and RD. Roberts 1 904) 
Portunat ly, pow rfu l  n w tools hav been developed to reduce complexity in disaster to 
ma nag •al>I lcv •ls. I 3u t  ar  � th Y sufficiently well understood to be used effectiv.ely? Do we 
have nough cons nsus, tra in i ng, funding, expertise and experience to benefit from the 
tools, or do th y m •r ly omplica l emerg •ncy preparedness and distract attention from 
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Successful schemes for involving the public require first a certain selectivity about which 
groups to work with and secondly the coll ection of information on the effectiveness of  
proj ects--i .e. feedback from the users. Publidty needs to  be designed carefully and its 
impact evaluated in terms of the results it produces and knowledge it diffuses. Awareness 
o f  results is critically important: in the past, schemes to increase the level of publ ic 
awareness of hazards have sometimes led to the diffusion of misassumptions. At the very 
least, public indifference is indicative of a fa.i led· publicity program. 

In the past public information programs have failed for the following reasons:warnings that 
have not resulted in disaster;information about what is likely to happen, bt. t not what steps 
to take when it does;vagueness about hazards and warning signs;conflicting orders and 
information;failure to involve the public in decisic:m making, so that decisions are resented 
by those people who feel they have had no say in them and failure to observe local cul tural 
norms, patterns of activity and ways of communicating (Southern, R.L. 1995) .  

All o f  these pitfalls can be avoided by adequate attention to the local context of  publ ic 
education programs and careful monitoring of their impacts. 

The mass media: friend or foe? 
The news media are critically important to awareness campaigns both during disaster and 
at other times. Research has given split results about the role of the media in disasters. The 
balance probably leans towards regarding them as irresponsible and unreli able (Goltz, J.D. 
1 984) . though some researchers have shown how the media can be a vital part of 
emergency management if journal ists are properly engaged - (Scanlon, 1 - J,·, · S . .Alldred, A. 
Farrell and A. Prawzick 1985) . In  either case, disaster managers ignore or mistreat 
representatives of the news media at their peril : they cannot stop reports being published 
or broadcast. 

Mass media cannot be co-opt�d in disaster. The best that can be hoped for i s  that they can 
be engaged constructively and induced to collaborate in the d_iffusion of correct information 
and the discounting of incorrect news. Treated as responsible they will usually rise to the 
challenge and behave responsibly. They must, however, be given adequate representation 
and faciliti es in emergency: operations. Attempts to drive them away will only lead to 
negative reporting about t�e qual ity of emergency operations, and possibly the diffusion of  
misassumptions. This ca� . lead to  reductions in  the degree of  public cooperation with 
emergency authorities. Hence, many of the best emergency plans include chapters on 
managing the news media and treat this aspect as vitally important, which indeed it is. A 
useful primer on news media liais�n during emergencies can be · found- at the U.S. FEMA 
website http: //wwwJema,goy/me<lrn I 

Conclusion 

In summary� a good emerge�cy plan is: generic (all hazards) rather than restricted to single 
hazards, wn_tten on the �as1s of careful ly compiled scenarios of hazard, vulnerabil ity, risk 
and impact, integrated �1t_h plan� made by other organizations and levels of government. A 
process and not an end m 1tself--1.e. constantly updated, revised and tested Link d t b . h h b' t· f d . h " 

. e o ur an 
planning wit t e o Je� ive o re ucmg t e hazardousness of _place" by land use control 
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through failure to recognize its importance. Ensuring that 11perishable 1 1  information is 
collected when it is available (usually during the early phase of disaster).Learning to 
discriminate rapidly between valid and inval id information, useful and useless data, 
appropriate and inappropriate material. Learning to cope with information overload. 
Avoiding overdependence on computer technology and situations in which the available 
hardware and software determine the solution, rather than letting it be governed by the 
nature of the problem itself and develhping a'::.critical�ability to recognize what i s  useful 
learning to interpret data in human and operational terms (Quarantelli, E.L. 1997).  

Recent major disasters have spawned as many as 20 web sites each, (Hanshin-Kobe 
earthquake in Japan {1995) ,but this has not guaranteed that the free avai lability of 
information over the Internet actually improved their management, especially as no control 
was exercised over the quality, accuracy and usefulness of  the informati on posted. 

Nevertheless, information has become a very valuable commodity and much of commerce, 
. banking and industry is now dependent on its diffusion by electronic means. Emergency 

planning must thus be extended to ensuring that information i s  part of the solution rather 
than part of the problem. Commu:Qications .breakdown can lead to huge losses i f  money 
cannot be transferred electronically, orders cannot be fulfilled  and customers informed 
about what they need to know in order to purchase goods anc

f

services. Information loss is 
therefore not just a risk for emergency management but also a significant and growing part 
of g�neral disaster losses to be mitigated by taking precautions before disaster strikes.(U.S. 
National Research Council 1996). 

· · · · · · · 

Political acumen of the disaster manager 
Modem courses usually involve teaching aspects of management science and psychology to 
trainee disaster managers. However, it i s  clear that such people will not only have to direct 
people under their control but also hold their own in  the political arena. The disaster 
manager i s, above all, a facilitator, .whose job is to obtain the consensus that is necessary in 
order to innovate in the field of emergency planning and management This requires 
knowledge of the legal, social and political consequences of decisions taken _in times of 
quiescence and during emergencies, and to communicate effectively so that political 
hierarchies are convinced of the �eed for better civil protection systems. 

However, both during emergencies and in the intervening times, the disaster manager 
should have a percepti on of the prevailing situation that does not exceed his or her 
command of the avai lable resources ( Alexander, D.E. 1999). Obviously, real ism is the key 
ingredient. In addition, command structures need to be free of equivocality.-

The challenge of involving the public in disaster mitigation and creating a culture of 
risk mitigation 

Recent trends in emergency preparedness have demonstrated the importance of 
democratizing the field. People will not relate to disaster prevention if  efforts are not made 
to involve them in it Conversely, they need to be empowered and given some responsibility 
for their own safety. The assumption that civil protection is a matter exclusively for experts 
is both widespread and dangerous. 
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It is t ime to c levis , better standards and norms for emergency training and eventual 
c rt ificat lon. Th sc should sp •dfy a minimum number of hours of instruction and define 
the ontcnt of ourscs. They should also specify the appropriate balance between of 
learning b tween theory and ac umulating practical experience. 
Th in r --. s ing ompl •xlly of disasters requires that emergency responders be acquainted 
v,1 i th many cl i ff rent  aspects of the problem. Some 30  different academic and appl ied 

. , dis iplincs ar , involved, as well ns many practical skil ls. According to Alexander, D. 
( 1 993), ln th  absence of  adequate guidellncs about what to  study and how to  go about it, 
th "' best stra cgy ls to supplement one's knowledge by reading widely am,;mg the materials 
that .-ire internationally available. Several World Wide Web sites offer guided reading, for 
example, th U.S Emergency Management Institute site http://www.fe_ma.gov/emi/. 

Theory should not be treated as inferior to practical experience, as i t  is, in  the words of one 
expert in the field, the "road map" that orientates the disaster manager in times of 
confusion and uncertainty. Successful learning is marked py the realization that theory and 
exp rience qualify one another and render one another intell igible. Thi� aspect wiI J be 
explored further in the ne?'t section. 

The gap between research �nd practice: the need for dialogue 

Few disaster managers arc regula.r readers of academic l iterature and few academics ·wri te 
up their research with disaster ·m_ai:iagers in mind as their primary audience. Academic 
writing is often abstra_ct and laced. with jargon, which legitimizes it  to the peer groups who 
are its main readership but makes it unreadable by others. In any case, much of i t  is hidden 
away in publications that' are not easily accessible to disaster managers. As a result, many 
useful appl ied research results have failed to come to the notice of the very practitioners 
who could benefit from them. 
At the world level ,  several institutions ar� actively trying to C(?mbat this state of affairs. 
Paramount among them is the Natural . Hazards Centre at the University of Colorado at 
Boulder, USA. This instituti(?n · offers a well-furnished web site 
(http://www.colorado.edu/hazards/), three periodicals in printed form and one in e-mail 
format Likewise, the Emergency Preparedness Information Exchange • at Simon Fraser 
University in Canada (http://hoshi.cic.s·fu.ca/epix/) is an important academic  resource for 
emergency responders. So is Emergency Management Austral ia (http ://www.ema.gov.au) 
and the Canadian Centre for Emergency Preparedness (http://www.ccep.ca/) . 

Dialogue requ ires that both sides demonstrate willingness to interact. Disaster managers 
must make their research needs known and identify gaps in their knowledge. Researchers 
must learn to communicate, without lowering the tone of their discourse, i n  ways that non
special ists can understand and benefit  from. Both groups need their  horizons widening and 
both must learn to listen more effectively. 

Information management in an age of superabundant data 

The paradox , ,o� information technology is that it vastly increases the quantity of 
informatio_n available but does not necessarily improve its qual i ty. Thus we all need to 
evolve a survival strategy in  order to cope with information management. This means: 
avoiding dependence on sources or  vi tal information that could fail at critical moments 
ensuring that essential information does not become arcl1ived qr destroyed and thus 1dst 
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requires a strong dialogue between emergency planners, who can fom1ulate scenarios for 
future events, and municipal planners, who can institute measures to restrict dev lopment 
in hazardous areas. 
A second aspect refers to the possible role of urban planning in improving conditions for 
emergency management Roads may need to be straightened, widened and cleared of 
obstructions to ensure either that evacuees can get away quickly or that emergency 
veh icles can arrive in minimum time. Emergency scenarios should identify critical nodes, 
points in the urban system that are vitally important to operations in disaster. These 
lnc1 ude hospitals, fire stations, emergency operations centres, assembly points, and also 
places where disaster may strike, such as floodable areas, unstable slopes or warehouses 
stocking hazardous materials. Urban design can do much to facil i tate emergency 
management if this is explicitly incorporated into i t  
The solution i s  to integrate emergency plans with urban plans as  much as  possible. I t  
requires dialogue and cooperation between both sorts of  planner, who must appreciate 
each other's terms of reference and problems to be solved (Britton, N.R. and ). Lindsay 
1 995) .  

The vertical and horizontal integration of emergency plans 
Another common fault of emergency plans is that they are often written in isolation from 
one another. In Italy the prevailing legislation is vague about the relationship between 
plans at the municipal, provincial, regional and national levels. Provinces and regions have 
coordinating roles, but these are poorly specified. At the same time, there is rio guarantee 
that municipal emergency plans will mesh with plans for factories, hospitals, airports, and 
so on. As disaster planning becomes more common, this problem is set to grow. The result 
is a vast area of potential confl ict between the objectives and procedures of overlapping 
plans. This could lead to duplication of effort, or failures of  communication between 
organizations, or other forms of inefficiency. In Italy, a municipality that is the seat of a COM 
during a national disaster may have as many as 37 desks for 9-14 d ifferent support 
functions, if one takes into account national, prefectural and municipal operations centres. 
The more such desks there are, and the more dupl ication of functions occurs, the more 
opportunities there are for failures of coordination and communication. 
Municipal emergency planners should act as catalysts to stimulate disaster planning in 
other organizations, such as hospitals and factories. But there needs to be a high degree of  
compatibi lity and interaction between the planners and their  plans. This wil l - enable tasks 
to be delegated and will ensure that communication is effective between the organizations 
during emergency situations (McLaughlin, D. 1985). 
The achievement and recognition of adequate professional standards 

the current consensus is that emergency preparedness is not quite a profession (Drabber, 
T.E. 1 988). Typically, those who practice it also have other jobs, or come from unconnected 
Oclds, to which they may well be asked to return. No adequate profes�ional standards exist 
and no widely accepted protocols govern the content of  training courses. Few academic 
Inst itutions offer courses or degrees in emergency planning and management and there is, 
in any case, li ttle agreement about exactly what an emergency responder ought to know. 
Furthermore, what training courses exist offer an exceedingly heterogeneous mixture of 
Information and usually impose no control on the qual ity of instrudion. The first result of 
this ts that the knowledge levels and capabilities of emergency managers vary enormousl) , 
and the second is that both interchange and ability to learn from others are hampered by 
lade of compatibi l i ty and an agreed body of common knowledge (Neal, D.M. 2000).  
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b) 

c) 

!he education system was concrete and pragmatic. It was acquired through total 
mvolvement and active participation. · 
It  was a comprehensive system of education �hat transmitted relevant skills, 
knowledge, values and attitudes .for development of th·e individual and his/her 
society (Kwasi Wiredu, 1980: 70) 

The modern (formal) education does not seem to inculcate certain important values to 
learners. Think of what happens to our various sectors of the government, most of these · 
sectors_ are headed by learned people however, on papers they never acquired certain core 
values m their training we read frequently of misappropriation of government funds, talk of 
nepotism, tribalism, name it these are common features in Africa and specifically, · in 
Kenyan institutions of higher learning. All these vices take place in these institutions 
because there is something wrong in our educational _system so I believe? This is one of the 
indicators of moral bankruptcy. 

The form of education in  our institution of higher learning does not seem to prepare 
someone adequately to be accountable in his/he.r place of work, i t  does not prepare one 
adequately in required skills to manage his/her affairs independently. This partly explains 

'- __ why most of our graduates are unable to sustain themselves in society. Parents are forced 
to -come in to support them even when they, are working because the type of education they 
acquired did not help ·them to be themselves ie to be self-rel_iant (Nyerere J. 1967: 18). 
Ethics or mora1ity has been perceived in -purely religious forms;· The author of this paper 
considers eth ics to be crucial in education in . the sense. that ethics as Bennaars rightly 
observes "should define th� character o.f education'� (Bennaars 1986: IX) 

The formal education today in our institutions of higher learning was modelled on the 
foreign system because no education system is culture free. Its objective was to develop a 
western type society with great emphasis on replacing indigenous values with the western 
values. · 

·· · 

My contention in this paper is that our education system should not only enable students to 
read and write but also and more importantly should enable students to tackle problems 
they may encounter in their day to day endeavours. It should enapl,e them to tackle Jssues 
of dependence, poverty, ignorance and other roles which have make Africa to lag behind in  
many spheres. This is  case because as already mentioned earl ier on, knowledge for its own 
sake is of no use to anyone more so to the Africans and by extension, Kenyans. 

IMPROPER UPGRADING OF LEARNERS 

The educational system in Africa has merely intended to push children through schools 
without training them to think about their society. Our educational system should not only 
aim at producing scribes, but it  should motivate_ the young and the old to contribute to the 
development of  the ir  society. The content and form of our educational system should be 
able to promote the change needed at all levels·of socio-economic independence. In view of 
the present economic depression afflicting d_eveloping count_ri�s . sueh . as Kenya, it is 
important to examine the present educational system in order to deter�ine �pprop�iate 

strategies for socio-economic rel iance and .
developm�nt. From an ana_lyt1cal �o_mt of view, 

the traditional system of education provided practical and theoretical tra1_mng for  the 

learners. 
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eared towards understanding t�e nature of educ�tion offered i:1 i�stitu�ons . <?f higher 

fearning. The author of this paper has a stro�g behef that ��ucation m U�1vers1ty should 

lead to integrity of character. i� the sense that l?,�oper edu�ation should b: �ire�ed towards 

truth in the sense of unfolding the ·potentialiti�s _.withi� the students. This 1s as it s�ould be 

because knowledge for its �wrt sake is of no use- _to anyone
_. 
What matter_s and what 1s useful 

to those who pursue knowledge is the search for truth .- 1� �- way t?at improve the _human 

condition. · · 

DISCUSSION 

In Traditional African Society, education was acquired through the .tqtal involvemen� of the 
learner in the process of learning. In other words, students learned by living and doing 
things together at home, on the farm or in the bush with elders. In this way, t'1ey acquired 
the knowledge, skills, norms, values and attitudes of the society. It was a deliberate effort 

, . to perpetuate and reinforce social solidarity, accountability and homogeneity by 
establishing in the student from an earlier age the spirit of responsibility, s elf-reliance and 
the essential norms which collective life demand. This is something the model of education 
in institutions of higher learning does not seem to offer ie African traditional education . 
intended to develop the child's character physical and intellectual skills to provide 
vocational training and to promote a heal�hy_ attitude to work. It further sought to incuk'!te 
respect for e.lders and for those in authority to foster a source of socio-cultural belonging . 
and participation. This resulted in education being an integrated experienc_e to·the African 
child wholesome i �  this educ.ation was highly . functional in character oriented towards 
everyday life in a particular comm1,1:r1ity. It stressed ��reby ·practical ity and parti cipatory 
action (Nyerere J ;  1967; Bennars 9; 1986, 41) 

.. ,• 

Hence, the traditional system : of - education wa� . . not =given in established schools, 
Universities and so on. Both the r�.arners and instf\ldors lived and worked together in the 
same social environment according.to sex and ag�. · As can be understood, the question of 
mentorship was addressed in this form of intera-ction. · -Though the reality ·of imparting 
education has greatly changed since the introduction of formal education, the question of 
proper mentorship should be taken· seriously if we are to prepare students who are to be 
future leaders in the various areas. 

· · . ·· · . · · 

Therefore, from an analytical point or" view, the traditional system of educ�tion unlike 
formal education provided practical ad theoretical training for the learners. For instance, 
students learning farming, hunting and otter required skills by working in the farm, going 
to hunt with their elders who gave them proper direction on how to go about all these 
a�tivities. This is the kind of ac�d_emic, social, moral and political guidance that students in 
one way or other lack currently in the University education. In our University education, 
we seem to be producing robots or. puppets machine like creatures. . · .  

. 
. 

. 

. In agreement_to_ Bennars, sc��lars ·such as Kwasi Wiredu, Paulin Hountoundji etc, note that 
the charactenst1c of the trad1t1onal e�ucational system were:- .. 

a) I t  was �on_i':1uni� orient�ci'; ._the goal of such education was the full developmen·t 
o� the md1v1du�l mto a usef\11 and considerate member of his/her society. The 
kmd of education offered .today seems · not to take into serious consideration 

. some of these important ingredie'nts of educatfon. 
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THE CHALLENGES OF UNIVERSITY EDUCATION I N  KENYA 

By 
Michael Ntabo Mabururu 

D partmcnt of Philosophy & Rel igious Studies, 
Moi University 

INTRODU CTI ON 

Th � issu of the r l vance of University education has been dealt with in many forums. 
Hm, '\ ' l', there till remain some aspects that have not been addressed or rather have not 
b n t�k n �eriously by the various institutions of learning. The word education has been 
cl fin " l d ifferently by different discipl ines. Conventi onally, various dictionaries have 
rl fin d ducation i n  various ways. But the Webster's Dictionary seems to defi.ne education 
mor comprehensively and in line with my conception of right way of understanding 

ducation in he institutions of higher learning. This definition incorporates tra ining, 
acqui ition of skills and character formation. 

Ho,, ever, a good deal of education at ourJnstitutions of higher learning today consists of 
memorizing and reproduction of the lecturer's materials. The main difficulty with this 
model of education i s  that it lacks practical skills, character formation and rel evant training 
for survival in the society. Equally this model of education lacks a profound ethi cal 
grounding in the sense that it does not instil positive values in the students. 

The paper contends that education in the best 'sense of the word should never become 
"indoctrination" but rather a form of bringing out the self in touch with its potentialities 
and opening the way for actualizing those potential i ties. 

The author of this paper is of the view that philosophy and more specifically, ethics must in  
the final analysis define the proper character of education in Kenya. I t  i s  the contention of  
this paper that students in  Kenyan Universiti es and most African Universities require more 
than factual information on education. They must be encourages to reflect on whatever 
they are taught since reflection is a worthwhile endeavour in the whole process of 
acqu i ring proper knowledge. 

In conclusion, the paper contends that qui_te a number of University students in Kenya, 
m ander l ike rivers in their pursuit of education because they lack proper academic 
guidance and proper mentors to give them · direction in their educational pursuit. In  my 
view, what matters and indeed, what is useful in the pursuit o f  knowledge i s  the search for 
truth in a way that  improves the human condition hol istically. 

TI IE  IRRELEVANCE OF  EDU CATION OFFERED I N  INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER LEARNING 

IN l{ENYA 

This paper is inform :id by th  kind of education encountered in our institutions of  higher 
learning. Our mod I of educat ion ·,s mentioned earl ier, leaves a lot to be desired. This kind 
of education makes a r Oc l ive mind ralsc some fundamental questions. For instance, what 
is the purpose of educat ion in Universit ies in Kenya? Does the system and the curriculum 
lhi!t is followed have a meaning to the existential s ituation of the Kenyan? What role  does 
philosophy and more specifically ethics play in University education in Kenya? Are people 
eth ical foundat ions really authentic? All these questions plus others unasked above are 
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processes. A good emergency planner is well versed in the applied hazards l iterature, well 
versed in the political and l egal implications of his or her work, a person who facilitates 
rather than commands, able to appreciate the connections between di fferent disciplines 
and methodologies and able to work effectively with the public and news media 
representatives. 
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what kind of new knowledge is acquired? Your guess is as good as mine - nil. In such a 
situation, those who dare provide answers outside the lecture notes are penalized while 
those who reproduce the lecturer's notes are highly rewarded. In other words, creativity 
and application of answers to live situation is avoided. This approach discourages students 

. .  -. ,-. . .... { .. .  
from using their brain, reading and researching . beyond classroom interactions. This to 
some large extent explains the reason why there is no culture of  reading among some 
students in the University. They are just robots. Thi� results in learning or rather reading 
for examination and not for the acquisition .of knowledge. This equally explains to some 
extent why university as an institution has failed to pro'vide mentorship role. The recycling 
of notes clearly explains t�e. bankruptcy of research skills in t�e lecturers. 

In my view, the University environment and leadership should be_ a place to be emulated in 
the way they provide service to the students and the public in general. Everything from 
toilets, lecture rooms, hostels, library and internet access, · current books, journals, 
magazines and even the dailies should be the best, otherwise why call a University a centre 
of excellence. 

From the above argument, the importance of mentorship cannot be underestimated. The 
youth are looking everywhere for examples to emulate but they seem to be rare. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

In conclusion, the youth cannot accomplish what - they are expected to do and how to 
behave unless they have committed mentors and examples to emulate. It is through the 
wisdom and guidance of ment�rs that youth receive appropriate guidance and counseling 
on how to mould their character as future academicians for a better life for. themselves and 
others in the society. Only then will the youth be able to make the right decision that will 
stir them from being misused and jeopardizes their lives as was evident in the post election 
violence in Kenya and elsewhere in the world. We are living in a complex world with a lot 
of influences. If the youth are not given proper direction and guidance in education, then 
the future of this country is in danger. 

Institutions of higher learning have a pivotal role to play in all this as centres of excellence. 
In their struggle to address the above irregularities, institutions of higher learning can learn 
from traditional education. They need to provide regular forums to staff and students. 
They need to comply to ISO standards to maintain quality _and more fundamentally, to 
adhere to University eth ics. 

To be able to address the del icate situation surrounding ·our current model of education in 
institutions of higher learning, we recommend that the type of education offered in these 
institutions should be founded on what John Githogo terms as "the sure and certain 
foundation of a wholesome education that caters to the intellectual spiritual and social 
needs of the mind, body and soul" (David Lutz and Paul Mimbi. 2004: 23) .  
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Two, the students may be accused of being unethical in the way they conducted themselves 
during this hard moment of the post-election violence. · All these makes the author question 
the value of University education as that which is expected to instil in youth important core 
ethical values such as integrity, objectivi�_and)llore so, respect for others, their property 
and self-discipline. · ·  '_:�::�-�::. · 

It is my thinking that Universities should b1table to•·instil character education focused on 
ascertaining universal values that are valid for contemporary and traditional societi es and 
at the same time values consistent with the findings of socio-scientific research as well as 
moral traditions. Would it be true that the university education as G. A Bennars and R. J . 
Njoroge hold has lost its absolute character and operates on a mo_ral vacuum? R. J. Njoroge 
and G .  A. Bennars ( : 185) 

Guided instead by rules of science, technology and rationalized economy, modern education 
appears to be amoral enterprise, concerned with objective facts ie facts verifiable by appeal 
to experience only. Within this context, education is seen as a means to an end rather than 
an end in itself. 

I f  I may advance this argument further, today things have taken a different course in the 
name of technological advancement and globalization. Many young people have been 
abandoned and their interests and needs are not fully catered for due to absenteeism of 
parents or shortage of time together. All parental responsibil ities have been ]eft to teachers 
and lecturers in various institutions who .also find themselves in compromising positi on to 
serve as appropriate mentors for the youth. Since they are equally busy people in search 
more money. 

The lack of an education system in Kenya that assists to instil good moral and thus 
acceptable character has added to the burdens faced by the youth, primary, secondary and 
tertiary institutions. As mentioned above, the teachers and lecturers w ho are expected to 
guide and provide the youth with good role models fail to do so. In other words, some of 
the adults among them parents, teachers, lecturers and leaders do not behave, speak, think 
and a ct responsibly to serve as role models. At times, students do not respect lecturers 
because some of these lecturers do bad things as students. On this regafd, I may stress on 
the following issues : often we hear, or read on . papers about the issues of amorous 
behaviour between lecturers and students, th is to me is a bad indication in as far as the 
moral character of such personalities, is concern we hear a lot of complaints from some 
circles of students on the issue of "sex for marks" in which lecturers are said to give marks 
in exchange for sex. This complicates the issue of academic excellence as the academically 
weak may be rewarded while the bright students are unfairly punished. This same 
behaviour may be advanced to . administr�tors who demand sex . for employment. The 
whole moral fabri c has collapsed when things are handled in this manner. 

As if this is not enough crime, the other area of great concern is on the method of teaching. 
The methods of teaching in some universities and setting of examination has been 
highl ighted as a borne of contention . . S?me le�urers use the same notes over and over for 
several years down the l ine. Indeed 1t 1s possible that the notes used by some lecturers is 
what they themselves copied during the undergraduate of postgraduate studies. At the 
same time as argued earlier, students �re �xpected to reproduce the lecture�'s notes during 
examination. The problem of memorization takes centre stage., 111 such kmd of scenario, 
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The concept of educ�tion as a capital good ts linked with the concept of human capital, . 
which attaches a ) l igh premium to human skills as a factor of production in the 
development process. This huma.n s�tll or.product�vity �s ju�t as impo�nt an input in the 
procc_ss of development as finance, natural weal th at.td physical plant The very process of 
learn mg to read and writ� should not be an end in itse1 f but an acquired skin to overcome 
limitations brought b� ignorance for better agricultural - output, better health, better 
housing. better clothing, accommodation, i.e. the cb�tent and fonn of educational system 
should be able to promote th� change neede_d at all l �v,els. 

Hence, the shortcoming of the current University .education is particular, "the paper 
certificate,. needs to be corrected so as to have a system of education which is integral . 
What we should aim at .in educa_tion is what whitehead calls "students who possess both 
culture and expert knowledge" (Whitehead, 1962:· 3). This is because the valuable 
intellectual development is self-development We need an education which is oriented to 
the real needs · of the community, an educational system that discourages the attitude of 
graduates moving from rural �reas to urban centres in search of wage emplo}:Ilent In .the 
recent past, the Kenyan government has spent a substantial part of her GNP on education, 
but the contributions of the -educational se'ctor to national development have been quite 
minimal which some�hat expl�ins the irrelevance of the model of education in Kenya. 

. . . 

In this debate on the ineffectiveness of the education model in our institutions of higher 
learning, we cannot fo,rget the impact of globalization as a factor. Globalizatio� and l imit_ed 
funding have affected· ·the m�nner in which . knowledge is produced and dissemin�ted. · . 
Diminishing resources for the Universities and loss of value ror acaci£mic qualifi�tion, 
merit, etc have also' ·exacerbated ·opportuni.sm, corruption, mediocrity and politicization in 
academic circles.· Liberation of the education sector has see·n the mushrooming of the fly
by-night universities and scholars whose commipn.en� to knowledge is  suspect. All these 
ventures in search of monetary gains ha"!:e greatly watered down th� quality of research 
conducted in institutions of higher learning:-To this paper, research i s  at l east as important 
as education: when we are considering the functions of universities in the life of humanity . 

. : New knowledge is the chief cause of progress. and withou(�t 1!1e world  would soon become 
· stationary and. the pursuit of knowledge, if it is utilitarian Tn financial understanding is not 
self-sustaining. Utilitarian knowledge needs to be fruct:ifiep by disinterested investigation, 
which has no motive beyond the desire to un4erstarid ·the world better. All the great 
advances are at first purely theoretical, .and are only after words found to be capable of 
practical appl ications. As Russell Bertrand notes "Everi .if s�me splendid theory never has · 
any practical use, it remains of value on its own account� for.the understanding of the world 
is one of the ultimate goods" (Russell Bertrand, 197 6: 203), 

All these views are intended to show the significance of · research in the process of 
importing and wholesome and informed knowledge. But with the current teaching in 
institutions of higher learning, one wonders. 'Yhether lecturers/professors have quality 
time for research given the fact that they are itine . .rary professors who rarely" have time for 
qual ity research leave alone attending conferences. In connection with this pathetic · 
scenario, one wonders if  these same lecturers have ·any regard for ethical _conduct in their 
profession! As with everything else, there is a price to pay, it is not easy to go against such a 
strong trend and �ell entrenched tide that does n�t value ethical conduct, yet we all knoW 
. from history that 1t does not take a multitude to. make the changes that affect all human 
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In view of all these strikingly nagging questions, the purpose of this study is sel f-
explanatory. 

The study seeks to meticulously critically and systematically examine the actual root-cause 
of this flabbergasting behaviou_r in man that is always naturally exhibited during an 
accident or any other situation �onstituting a tragedy or disaster but which is never 
perceived in non-tragedy or' disa-�er situations. 

3. METHODOLOGY 
The working. hypothesis in this study is simply that unlike in all other members of the 
Animal Kingdom, in Mankind, man possesses a unique in-born ingredient called a 
"Neighbourly Love,, governed by a biological constitution which psychologically motivates 
him/her to behave as sympathetic and empathic as he/she always does toward his/her 
fellow man/woman whenever the latter is found to be in an agony of a tragedy or disaster. 
And, that this ingredient ·is limited to Mankind alone. And, finally that on the strength of 
this biological ingredient �aturally built in Mankind, every man and woman alike is 

naturally duty bound by their biological constitution to . behave compassionate, 
sympathetic, empatheti�, peaceful, cordial, righteous, just, etc towards �is/her fel low 
man/woman in l ife. 

Thus, the aim and roadmap of this study. 

II. FINDINGS 
Throughout the history of Mankindi, the latter is a perpetually potential victim of various 
forms of insecurities. Often, some of these insecurities do develop into seri ous agonies of 
disasters. And, while some of these disasters may be limited affecting only afew victims; 
others are usually very massive affecting a large population in one or many countries . 

Because of these potential dangers facing Mankind., man neithe� usually depends on  himself 
nor on the uniformed Forces alone for security. Also, man. �epends on non-uniformed 
Forces. Particularly, he depends on the �.entres of Wisdom and Knowledge for salvation. 
These Centres are expect�d�. to provide · �oods an_d services in , terms of either cures or 
preventive me.�hani�ms. For instance, when Mankind "'Yas faced with a real threat of polio 
disaster that was taking toll of human life in uncou_ntable number of victims globally, man 
resorted to ·these Centres as a saviour. But tti esc Centres also had to depend on a human 
biological spirit of compassion cal1ed "Neighbc,ur)y LQve", 

(1) · NEIGHBOULY LOVE AND THE CENTRES OF WlSDOM AND l<NOWLEDGE 
Motivated by this spirit to rise up and do all that had tQ b(i Qone in order to save Humanity from a total destruction by Pol lo, an Australtaq Nl.lrs�, Sl:;ter Ellzabeth Kenny, rose up and developed in the 1930's a unique sclent!fic rnethPd for treatl�g .Pol io victims using hot wooden packs to rel ieve the muscle spnsms onq p� ln l l Thcre�fter, tn the year 1949, three Harvard University bacteriologists named Dr, John p and�rs. Dr, Fted�rick c. Robbins and Dr .. Thomas H. Weller, also rose up and collccttvcly developed a Pt'ilctical method on how to a�ally_ grow polio virus outside a human body, 'fhl� co\lecttve scientific work at Harvard U�1ve��

1�
1
enabl�d �an kind 

k 
to ge\ fl method 011 how li\rg� quantities of virus could be sc1enti ca y pro uce to ma e vacc nes needed to flght aga\nst .pollo menace to mankindm. 
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nud ui l l  1 about the victim's situation that they may even be at a cl imax point of weeping, 
Hwaulng and hurriedly doing all sorts of emergency things aimed at assisting the vi<.:tlm 
v l l l t l iough they may or may not be related or familiar at all with the victim(s) .  

H a tragedy ari si ng from a road accident, · housc fire, armed robbery or simply from one 
fallh1 11 down whi le  walking due to heart-failure or any other cause, many people cah be 
• - n t ·u h inB to the scene from different directions to offer every emergency assistance one 
may po · ibly want to do so. 

S imi larly, tn the International System, the same phenomenon also holds true. Whenever a 
country I ·  reported to be in a disaster caused by a civil strife, famine, flood, earth quake, 
raln · torm, and the l ike, foreign governments and non-governmental organization , private 
h,dlvl<lual and the l ike are naturally seen to be very sympatheti cally concerned about the 
ll l · �, ter. Though they may be psychologically perceived so, physical ly, they arc also 
p r · \vcd being armed with every form of  emergency assistance to that Country. This 
a ·\ ·t a l 1cc could be in the form of food, medicines, evacuation means to remove the victims 
lo a saf haven, and other assistance. This assistance could be unilateral, bilateral or 
multi 1 a t  1ral. Also, it could be governmental, inter-governmental or simply non
BUV 'rnmental . 

Another striking phenomenon in this episode of emergency humanitarian assistance in a 
<.H ·a ster i s  that every participant always appears very empathetic and sorry for the victim. 
No one is ever seen in a joyful mood celebrating the disaster with a view to mocking or 
rejoic ing at the victim's calamity. 

Further, the participants are always found to be coming from all walks of l i fe, gender, 
thnidty, race, poli tical affiliation, rel igious i nclination, etc. 

Thus, the partici pants to the tragedy are naturally a collection of a people from al l walks of 
life and bel iefs. 

In th is  regard, the burning question is: Why does this happen so? Why do people of al l 
walks of l i fe love rushing to a scene of accident, tragedy or disaster with a view to not just 
cm1bli 1 1e their eyes to enj oy the situation drama b:it with a view to providing a.n emergency 
humnnitarian aid to the victims? 

Whal  docs man have in himself that psychologically drives him to behave the way he does 
durlnB an emergency situation such as an accident or any other form of a tragedy or 
disa ster? And, why do foreigners in the form of nation-states, governments, non-
80Vcnnncntal agencies or simply individuals feel so psychologically touched and concerned 
about tragedies and disasters of other countries and begin rushing emergency 
humani tarian aid to that Country in question? Does the same also happen to non-human 
uclngs? But, from empiri cal experience, this phenomenon is l imited to Mankind alone. 
And, It ls universal and spatio-temporal free. It is bl ind to race, gender, country, religion or 
sodo-cconornic status. 

t u  this r<?Bard, then, the nagging question is why does man behave the way he does during 
NH ·h n situation? And, why is i t  universal? 
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ROLE OF NEIGHBOURLY LOVE IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT 
By 

Prof. Agola Auma_Osolo 
School of Development' and Strategic Studies (SDSS) 

MASENO UNIVERSITY 

ABSTRACT 

Neighbourly Love is a spiri t  o f  Humanism (i.e .u.t:u.f), brotherhood, sisterhood, good 
samaritanism, compassion, sympathy, empathy, partnership, association, cooperation and 
those various positive sentiments of love and association inherent in man/woman towards 
his/her fellow man/woman in all sectors of life. Though it varies from one individual · to 
another, it is the natural · engine biologically enshrined in mankind that drives one 
individual to seek and engage into inter-personal, inter-community and inter-national 
relations globally. It is the leading force that makes man a homo societicus (i.e, a social 
animal) .  And, in all circumstances, it is the engine that . can.not and wil l  never alJow one to 
have a sound sleep whenever a neighbour is in distress of disaster. Because fo r  this reas�n: 
and due to the fact that man is always faced with prevalent multi-insecurities globally that 
at times (?ften lead to untold agonies of .disaster to his life and environment, man usually 

· depends □-n his fellow man's compassion in society for security. Consequently, man 
receives various' forms of emerge11:cy hiiinanitarian assistance from both uniformed and 
non-uniformed forces in society .. .  But, in both .cases, the fact is that man cannot receive such 
assistance by chance . . He does so by virtu� of a neighborly love spiri t biologically ·inherent 
in man. It is by this spirit that each man and woman alike in society is motivated to assist 
his fellow man whenever and wherever the latter is faced with disaster. And it is by this 
spirit of compassion that vario�s · forms of uniformed and non-uniformed · forces have 
mushroomed globally readily armed to wage war'against every form of disaster. And while 
some are local others are intern�tional. But in the final analysis, · each is motivated and 
guided by this natural spirit of neighborly love. None of them is motivated by the greed for 
wealth accrued from their intervention. Such sentiments or propensity would be totally 
'inhuman lacking Yill., Accordingly, this study establishes th�t Neighbourly Love is a unique 
spirit biologically endowed to Mankind by the latter's Maker to enhance friendliness, 
brotherliness, compassion and all other forms of mutual relations between and among 
individuals and nation-states alike in life. Guided and dictated by this · biological 
consti tution, Neighbourly Love, therefore, plays a significant natural role in Disaster 
Management as it is the one that naturally influences and leads one to exhibit a sense of 
compassion toward one's fellow man/woman whenever the latter is perceived to be faced 
with danger of a disaster. Also, it is the same natural ingredient in man and nation-states 
that influences and leads them to abstain from anarchy and instead live in a state of 
peaceful co-existence, Good Samaritanism and The Rule of Law and Justice as filllI1Q 
societicus. 

INTRODUCTION 

1 .  PROBLEM 
In �ve:Y. culture, human c�m':1�nity society or country, it is always a common practice for 
a� md1v1du_al or g�oup of •�d1vidu�ls .to be seen rushing to a scene of accident, tragedy or disaster to 1mmed1ately assist the Vlctim(s) .  Some of these individuals m·ay be so concerned 
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deemed international Su h t t ( ) b th b · c property shall be used in common by every other nat10n s a: 5 f O near Y and distant without any discriminationxv And in case of any disaster, eac na rnn-state shall be deemed responsible to provide eve� needed aid possible. 

Because of this legal provis _. b I • . . h . ion Y nternational Law, envisaged m such a property sue as 
fishm?, passag�, etc is �xpected to be enjoyed in common on the spirit of this Neighbourly 
L�ve inherent m Mankmd. This is why hthe East African Nation-States from where River 
Nile �aters . comes are eagerly advising their African Sister Nation-State of Egypt to 
recognize th1s fact for a common interest so that each should cheerfully use the Nile River 
wate�s �t ease without any el_ement of monopoly that could likely lead to relative 
deprivation and eventually conflict. 

III CONCLUSION 

In the final analysis, Neighbourly Love Spirit is neither acquired nor made. It is inherent in 
every man, woman, community; nation-state, etc. It is the sole natural engine that guards 
and guides inter-personal, inter-group, inter-community, inter-ethnic, inter-racial, inter
gender, and al other inter-relations between and among humanbeings. It is spatio
temporal free. And, is totally blind on the question of race, gender, . religion  or rel igi osity, 
party politi cs, etc. It is totally immur.e to all the above in that it is a servant of  all in all cases 
of disasters. 

This is why during emergency situations such as The Rwanda Catastrophe of 1994, many 
governments an� non-governmental organizations including individuals alike from both 
within and outside Africa lamented and moaned for Rwanda. And this is also why lots of 
various emergency humanitarian a id overflowed into Rwanda in a biggest way possible to 
assist the victims. All races participated in the Catastrophe with a view to giving whatever 
emergency aid they could afford to give, eg., blankets, clothings food, medicines, safe haven, 
etc. · · · · 

The reason of all this successful noble humanitarian assistance to disaster vi ctims was and 
is �imply because of the presence of this Spirit of Neighbourly Love in Disaster Management 
global ly. 

Without it, nothing of the sort could be seen in life. Man and Nation-States al ike would be 
living in a state of anarchy, self-seeking, etc without any sense of compassion to each other 
during emergency situations of disaster. It is the Mother of all Human Co-operations and 
partnerships in programmes such as Disaster Management Programme in that i t  is the 
womb in which all such programmes are conceived and born for the benefit of Mankind 
global ly. 

FOOTNOTES 

i See for example, T. Walter Wallbank, Ala5tair M. Tay�or and Nels M. Bailkey, Civilization : 
Past and Present, Chicago: Scott and Company, 1 962; Diana W. Darst,. Western Civilization To 
_1 6_4_8, New York; McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, l 990; and Agola Auma-Osolo, _C_au_se_-
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brined in this Spirit of Neighbourl mandated to police over World Peace and Order ens . l Declaration of Human ru h y 
Love. And, in 1948, it also led to the creation of The Umversa . g ts 

• & • 
• • inst War disasters. 

rem1orcmg The UN Charter's vision and m1ss1on aga 

Both The Preamble of The UN Charter and the latter's Prioci�l�s . 3•nd Artlcl�s �re an 

embodiment of this Spirit of Neighbourly Love in �e sense _ 0� _tbeir visto� and· misSion for 
the United nations vis a vis conflicts and other causes of- disa5ters to Mankind and the 
Environment But, by the end of the War, Europe, which had bee� �e _real centre of the 
battles, was so ·extensively devastated and faced with poverty_ and _mtla�?n caus�d by the 
impact of the War, that the American People, on the strength of  thts spint or Neighbourly 
Love, could not afford to sit back at home and leave Europe starve to death. lnasmuchas 

· they had been forced by this Neighbourly Love spirit to intervene  in  the War and save 
�urope from a total destruction, similarly, they were also forced by the sa�e �ompas_sion to 
intervene and save Europe further with all kinds of emergency humamtarian assistance 
that would lead to European Recovery. To do so, they cut down on their domestic spending 
in order to use the savings on this assistance. But, since the War victims' needs were now 
so intensive and extensive that a mere . petty assistance programme could not have 
managed, a comprehensive· Marshall Plan Was put in · place for the reconstruction and 
rehabilitation of Europe. It consfsted of both immediate and long term ·recurrent and 
development humanitarian assi�nc_e; and was systematically managed using all necessary 
means including airlift where other �ansportation means had proved l ogistically difficult 

All this was neither being done by �hance nor for political or ideological ends. It was done 
on the strength of this concept of Neighbourly Love inherent in all Mankind. Other than 
this, al l other factors would be spurious. 

But the �pirit of _Nei�hbour�y_'L�ve �oes not only serve in those situations highiighted 
above. It 1s also ahve m all other situations of disasters, both globally and, natinnally. 

It serves in s�tuations of terroris�xiv whereby victims are either chosen randomly as targets 
of opportumty or chos

h
en selectively �s 'representative or symbolic targets to serve as message generators_ to t e general pubhc locally or globally O b h If f h • ( ) I 

this, the Spirit is also very active indeed._ 
- n e a O t e terrorist s · n 

In the 1998 Nairobi and Der-es-Salaam bomb blasts b . . · · 
triggered everybody both locally and globally to condem

�-.:�rron�ts, Ne1�hbourly _ Love 

ways and means of providing Emergency Hum ·t . 
. e action and to seek every 

am arian Assi stance to the victims. 
The same public outcry and Emergency Humanitarian A 
during the September II 2001 Terrorist Atta k 

. ssistance were also experienced 
c on The USA t ·t  . I d ·ng 

The Twin Tower and The Pentagon and causing lots f d 
ern ory senous y amagJ 

0 eath toll and injuries. 
Obviously such public outcry from both at home d h 
not have been possible short of the role of The S 

a_n _ t e l�ternationa) Community :ould

1 
Mankind without discrimination. pint of Neighbourly Love inherent in al 

Further, by virtue of th� significance of the role of this . . . . emphasizes that all air space, tenitory sea 
Spir_it In Man!and, Internatwnal LaW 

mountains, islands, etc that are not within'a natl 
oceans, rivers, straights, Lakes, h il ls or 

_ 
on-State's territorial jurisdiction(s) shal l be 
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This Treaty is  a l iving tcsti f • . . . . mony o the s 1gni fl cancc of this Spirit  of Neighbourly Love m International Relations i 
d 'd 

" as a mot vating ingredi ent in Mankind toward peaceful co-existence an avm ance o f  conflicts that usual ly lead men and nat ion-sta tes al ike into disasterious effect to man and the environment It is the foundation of all peace treaties, pacts and 
agreeme��� we ha�c today in  the International Communi ty. Had it not been due to the role 
of the Spn it of  Neighbourly Love in Mankind, obviously, neither of the two parties to the 
Tr.eaty :�uld ha�e thought of entering into th.ls  Treaty. And;· a as result of the significance of 
tins Spirit 0� Neighbourly Love's presence In Mankind, every war or confl ict that arises in 
the International System always triggers the attention and concern of the International 
Community demanding ceasation of hosti lity and will ingness of . th e parties to come to a 
round-table peace talks for settlement. 

This real ity mani fests i tself in  various cases since the time of  the Thirty Years War among 
the European  Communities that was settled by The Peace Treaty of Westphal ia in 1648 
leading to the birth o f  the present nature of nation-states consti tuting our I nternational 
Community. 

After this Peace Treaty of Westaphalia, the same Spirit of Neighbourly Love also led to the 
settlement for another l ikelihood of conflict among European nation-states scrambling for 
colonial and territorial occupation of Africa. By virtue of this Spiri t  of Neighbourly Love 
which had led them to come to a Westphalia Peace Treaty after their Thirty Years War, the 
same Spiri t  also led them to settle their differences peacefully. -They consequently agreed 
to do so using a Berlin Conference for the Scramble for Africa in which they all mutually 
agreed to divide Africa among themselves by The Berlin General Act of March 1985 in lieu 
of  shedding blood among themselves. 

After this evidence, we also come across the situation of The First World War that started in  
1914 among the same European nation-states due to  their mutual disagreement among 
themselves arising from Prussia-German's dissatisfaction with the decision of The Peace 
Treaty of Westphalia on who should own Alssacre Lorraine District whether France or 
Prussia-Germany. 

Again this Neighbourly Love Spirit did play a very significant role by motivating all parties 
in Europe to this War to come to a peace settlement in 1918. And byJ 919, a Treaty of Paris 
also known as The Peace Treaty of Versailles was constructed embracing this Spirit of 
Neighbourly Love in the Covenant of The League of Nations. This was immediately followed 
by The Brian-Kel logg Peace Pact of 1928 reinforcing The League Covenant's vision and 
mission founded on this Spirit of Neighbourly Love against War disasters. 

But since this Treaty had not solved fully the pending issue of the Alsaccre Lorraine which 
had been the root-cause of World War 1 ,  the same again became the root-cause of World 
War I I  that erupted in 1 938 by the initiation of the same Germany. 

Again, on the strength of  the presence of this Nc�ghbourly Love Spiri t  inherent in Mankind 
global ly the United Sates of America had to now antervene nnd force the belligerents to end 
the war' most particularly Germany and the latter's partners (Japan and Italy) . 

On the strength of this Spirit, the War was finally brought to an end by The Treaty of San 
Francisco in 1945 that also led to the creation of The United Nations as a World Body 
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for the victims of War disaster and because of the impact of the rol l  of this Spirit of 
Neighbourly Love in Mankind, various other rel ief entities have equally emerged at global, 
regional and national levels to cater for victims o( both man-made and natural disasters. 

In Kenya for example, we have The Kenya Red Cross whose offices are strategically situated 
in each region of the Country and have been confirmed doing a very signi ficant humane job 
caring for the wounded during the 1982 Arbortive Mil itary Coup d'etat and the recent 2007 
Post-Election Violence. 

And, in the Ea.st Africa ·Region, we also have various regional rel ief agencies to provide 
emergency protection to th� Region. These agen�ies include, for example, Desert Locust 
Control Organization for Ea�ern Africa (DLCO-EA) whose mandate is to control the rise 
and spread of crop pets viz desert locust, anny worm and quelea quelea ; Inter
Governmental Authority on Development (IGAD) whose mandate is to provide mechanisms 
for conflict disaster management.wherever and whenever a conflict arises; and East African 
Community whose mandate is to _·facilitate peace and econo-politi cal integration as a 
peaceful means of containing man-m�de di�asters in the Region. 

But becaue man-made disaster is not limited to conflict situations, more rules have also 
been formulated and put in place by various states to regulate man's activities toward 
natural environment such as water, ·ai r  and forests during war timexi. The m9st prominent 
one is the Kyoto Protocal formulated to regulat� _emission of dangerous green gas by major 
industrial states. 

Although some major powers such as the United. States of America h�ve been reluctant in  
signing i t, most nation-states have already done·· so. These maj�r powers stil l appear 
reluctant simply because they are wo�ied of the future of their industrial stakeholders and 
the labourforce involved in those industri��- lest the latter are forced by the protpcol to shut 
down and wind up their businesses due to pollution caused by their green house gases. 

But by virtue of also being concerned for .. the survival of one's neighbour, all these super 
powrs who have not yet signed the Kyoto Protocol against industrial polluti on, are also 
caught up in a dilemma of whether to sign or not And, if they cannot do so, whether they 
are able to respect their dignity and total conscience. 

Another most paramount evidence of the significance of Neighbourly Love Spiri t  in 
Mankind is manifested in the area of International Relations whereby, the data shows very 
vividly the manner in which each nation-state,. a� primary actor in the International System 
is not only expected by International Law to act humanely toward each other as moral 
human beings but also how they �11 actually do so on the strength of the Neighbourly Love 
Spirit  inherent in Mankind globa1Iyx 1 1 • 

• • 

The data further shows that by virtue of this Spirit, the Hittite Regime based in Babylon 
during the Ancient Age was motivated to rescind its war of aggression against its 
neighbour, Ancient Egypt In the year 1 204 BC. Consequently, the two regimes entered into 
a bi lateral peace agreeme�t. E�pto-H itti te Treaty of Non-Aggression, in 1284 BC 
encouraging the two to continue hving in a peaceful co-existence as ·good neighbours for 
their mutual futurex 1 1 1 • 
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M k l u,  'vcr • i ty l l '  n l ) ""' \d ' I\, 
Effects of Modem African National ism on The World ur c , 1 1  
Lanham, 1 983, Chapter I I  � • Edu •al l tml \ rptlt'l\l , 1 1 .  

i i  The World Book Encyclopedia, Vol. 1 5 , Chicago: Field Enlcqm 'C  

1 973 , pp. 552-553. iii Idem iv Idem 
" Idem 
,; Idem 
vii 

Id em . . , n ,, l\ : \ 'R ' viii See: The International Committee of The Red Cross : Whal it is, Whal Lt Doc · ,  
Publications, Sep. 1 993 • l i 1 \ 

Frederic Maurice and Jean de Courten, ICRC Activities For Rcfu ccs an<l DlS ll ·c� __ , UJ\\\�, 
International Review of THE RED CROSS, Geneva, Jnnuary-Fcbnmry l l _P· l · 

x The International Committee of The Red Cross : What I t  is, Wbnt It Docs, l • ·•�• n . \ · , 
xi Michelle Schwartz "Preliminary Report on Legal and lnstilutionnl Aspc •ts ol  th ' P • la t ,  \\1'�\\l 

between Human Rights and the Environment", Geneva, August 1 9  \ \ •, l \ at\\\ Anh "' 
Bouvier, "Protection of the Natural Environment in Time of Ann d on ll 1 ·l lntcrnal t_na\ 
Review of The Red Cross, November-December 1 99 1 ,  p. 567. xi i L. Oppenheim, International Law: A Treatise edited by l l . umlcqm ·ht N \\ l rk , l "' i..t 
McKay Compaq Inc., 8th Ed., 1 967., pp. 45 1 -635. 

xii i Diane W. Darst, op .cit., note no. 1 ,  pp. 28-29. 
xivTo-date, a number of both Political and other Social Scientists ha, c  ·u · · ss tu\l ' man;\ \t t 

explain the genesis, tools, weapons, dynamics and impact of lcrrori ·m on l lmn:mil :md th 
Environment: how the phenomenon is skillfully planned and executed· how it tlnb , .\.'t.' ,\\\ \ 
traumatizes a targeted population with bloodshed; and how it immcdiat ly attm ·t · � m\ :tth, . \, 
from all comers of the World to rush to the scene and humanely ns:i · t  th Vt '\ \ \\ \\ 
Unfortunately, this biological agent inherent in mankind, "Neighbourly l.o, t :m \ ,•h\ 'h ,: 
actually the very one primarily responsible for man's hwunnitnrian msh to t 't \\\\: ._' ' '\\ t 
disaster, has always evaded, their recognition. But for an in-dept w1dc1 ·tandn f th a\\: -
effects of the phenomenon, see for example: Bruce Hoffman Inside Ten 1 ·m, l \\ \ \ · • 
Columbia University Press ( l  988); Alex P.  Schmid, Definition of Ten ri ·m, 1 w 
Columbia University Press ( 1 988); David Rapopport, "Fear and TrembHn : 1' ,1 t1�'" \\\ \'h\ 
Religious Traditions", American Political Science Review, Vol . 7 N . ., 'l t \ ,\ \ 
668-672; Walter Laqueur, The New Terrorism: Fanaticism nnd Ann: ,r "t\la - ' ·\r\\ ·t' \\ 
New York: oxford University Press ( 1 999). · - --

xv See for example, Hugo Grotius 'treatise, Mare Liben.m1 ( 1 608), and th, fol\ .\ ' \\\\\ \\ h\ , 
issue in L. Oppenheim, op.cit. note no. 1 2, pp. 584-585 .  In dcfcn r tln: N l h\ \\\ \ � _ · 
spirit inherit in International Community, International Law c:1 ct-ts ha, \ 
clarifying the rights and duties of both nearby and distant ncighbonrs to \ , \\\ \\\\\ , ,\\ , 
and commerce with each other for their national intcrcst(s) without nn 1 stri 't\ n , l , \\ , 
or other country(ies). The forerunner of this noble cmsnde \\ ,ls Hn \ tnt' h \ \ \ 
saved Humanity from War disasters arising from the nb cncc of nn Int \l\,\h \\:\\ L· , \. ,, n 
this situation. In his Mnre Liherum ( 1 608), he clarified the il legnhl t f \mm \\ h i\ \ . , and Portugal ' s  intended monopoly maritime sovereignty claim o, r th l n ' lh , \\ \ ,  
Oceans respectively which Spain had in 1 580 angered Queen Eliznbclh ot h, \nn " 
that her Country was forced to retaliate against Spain lending to th tam n ,  A,1, . . 
t 588 in which England was able to pennanently contain both Span\ ,m ·1 \ \ n: , \ h 
maritime sovereignty monopoly tendencies. 
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